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Abstract
The outstanding ability of geckos to run up and down a tree as well as hanging on ceilings,
fascinated mankind for a long time. Their adhesion properties originate from millions of nanohairs covering their toes, which built the end part of a sophisticated hierarchical micro- and
nanoscale system. The nanohairs contacting the surface and adhere due to Van der Waals
forces. This enables the gecko to adhere on nearly every surface. However, due to their nanometer-size and complex geometry, it is a challenge to mimic those structures with artificial
materials using state of the art fabrication processes.
The presented approach for mimicking the attachment system of a gecko is based on carbon
nanotubes/nanofibers. Due to their diameters in the nanometer-range, they are perfect candidates for mimicking the nano-hairs of geckos. In difference to polymers carbon nanotubes/nanofibers offer high temperature stability and outstanding mechanical properties.
Therefore, the adhesion properties between vertically aligned carbon nanotube arrays (fabricated with plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition) and debris parts of meteorites mounted to
cantilevers were investigated, for their use under harsh conditions such as in space. The adhesion measurements were conducted by atomic force microscopy at temperatures ranging from
-20 °C to +240 °C, before and after exposing the carbon nanotube arrays to simulated space
conditions. The measured adhesion properties were practically constant with an adhesion force
of 2.5 N/cm² over the investigated temperature range. Additionally, the adhesion properties
between micro-ice layers and carbon nanofiber bundles mounted to cantilevers were investigated, revealing constant adhesion properties with an adhesion force of 2.3 N/cm².
However, a simple and low-cost fabrication process to grow carbon nanotube/nanofiber based
dry adhesive surfaces would be desirable. Therefore, a novel fabrication process to grow carbon nanofibers with flame synthesis in an open ethanol flame was developed. The carbon
nanofibers can be oriented during growth by applying a magnetic field. The fabricated carbon
nanofiber arrays were investigated after their adhesion properties with atomic force microscopy.
The measured adhesion forces and energies rise linear with increasing preload force. Oriented
carbon nanofibers reveal 68 % higher adhesion forces of up to 0.66 N/cm², compared with
randomly aligned carbon nanofibers. Endurance tests revealed constant adhesion forces and
energies, for up to 50 000 attachment/detachment cycles.
Lastly, during further development of the flame synthesis process with an increase in the thickness of the copper support layer, the growth of a novel kind of carbon nanofibers was discovered. The resulting structures were named ‘lambda shaped carbon nanofiber’ due to their similarity to the Greek letter lambda. Lambda shaped carbon nanofibers have two ‘feet’ connected
with the ground and optional a free standing ‘head’. Higher flame velocities, achieved in a micro
channel structure due to dynamic pressure at the inlet, result in the growth of twisted lambda
shaped carbon nanofibers, with two twisted feet and a non-twisted head.
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Kurzfassung
Die herausragende Fähigkeit von Geckos Bäume hoch und runter zu laufen sowie an der Decke
hängen zu können, fasziniert die Menschheit schon sehr lange. Ihre Adhäsionseigenschaft
beruht auf Millionen von Nanohaaren die ihre Füße bedecken und den obersten Teil eines
hochentwickelten hierarchischen Mikro- und Nanosystems bilden. Die Nanohaare kontaktieren
die Oberfläche und haften aufgrund von van-der-Waals Kräften. Dies ermöglicht dem Gecko
das Haften an nahezu allen Oberflächen. Aufgrund der komplexen Geometrie im nm-Bereich ist
es allerdings eine Herausforderung solche Strukturen mit künstlichen Materialien und unter
Verwendung etablierter Herstellungsprozesse nachzuahmen.
Der hier vorgestellte Ansatz zur Nachahmung des Gecko-Haftsystems basiert auf Kohlenstoffnanoröhren und Kohlenstoffnanofasern. Aufgrund der Durchmesser im nm-Bereich, eignen sie
sich hervorragend für die Nachahmung der Nanohaare eines Geckos. Kohlenstoffnanoröhren/Kohlenstoffnanofasern besitzen zudem im Vergleich mit Polymeren, welche ebenfalls zur
Nachahmung von Haftstrukturen eingesetzt werden, eine hohe Temperaturstabilität und herausragende mechanische Eigenschaften.
Daher wurden die Adhäsionseigenschaften zwischen Feldern mit vertikal ausgerichteten Kohlenstoffnanoröhren und Bruchstücken von auf Biegebalken befestigte Meteoriten, für den Einsatz unter rauen Bedingungen wie z.B. im Weltraum untersucht. Für die Adhäsionsmessungen
wurde ein Rastersondenmikroskop eingesetzt. Der untersuchte Temperaturbereich lag zwischen -20 °C bis +240 °C. Die Messung wurde vor und nach Aussetzung der Kohlenstoffnanoröhren in simulierten Weltraumbedingungen durchgeführt. Es zeigten sich nahezu konstante
Adhäsionseigenschaften mit einer Adhäsionskraft von 2.5 N/cm² in dem untersuchten Temperaturbereich. Zusätzlich wurden die Adhäsionseigenschaften zwischen Mikro-Eis Oberflächen und
Bündel mit Kohlenstoffnanoröhren untersucht. Es zeigten sich ebenfalls konstante Adhäsionseigenschaften mit einer Adhäsionskraft von 2.3 N/cm².
Ein einfacher und kostengünstiger Herstellungsprozess für auf Kohlenstoffnanoröhren/Kohlenstoffnanofasern basierende Adhäsionsoberflächen wäre wünschenswert. Deshalb
wurde ein neuer Herstellungsprozess zum Wachstum von Kohlenstoffnanofasern mittels
Flammsynthese in einer offenen Ethanolflamme entwickelte. Durch Anlegen eines magnetischen Feldes konnten die Kohlenstoffnanofasern während des Wachstums ausgerichtet werden. Die so hergestellten Felder mit Kohlenstoffnanofasern wurden auf ihre Adhäsionseigenschaften mittels Rastersondenmikroskop untersucht. Die gemessenen Adhäsionskräfte und
Adhäsionsenergien stiegen dabei linear mit der Erhöhung der Anpresskraft an. Verglichen mit
den zufällig ausgerichteten Kohlenstoffnanofasern wiesen ausgerichtete Kohlenstoffnanofasern
68 % höhere Adhäsionskräfte mit bis zu 0.66 N/cm² auf. Ausdauertests zeigten konstante
Adhäsionskräfte und Adhäsionsenergien für 50 000 Messzyklen.
Schließlich wurde während der konsequenten Weiterentwicklung des FlammsyntheseProzesses durch die Verwendung dickerer Unterstützungsschichten aus Kupfer eine neue Art
des Kohlenstoffnanofaser-Wachstumes entdeckt. Die erhaltenen Strukturen wurden aufgrund
ihrer Ähnlichkeit mit dem griechischen Buchstaben Lambda, “lambdaförmige Kohlenstoffnanofasern“ getauft. Lambdaförmige Kohlenstoffnanofasern haben zwei mit dem Boden verbundenen “Füße“ und optional einen frei stehenden “Kopf“. Höhere Geschwindigkeiten der Flamme,
erzeugt durch den dynamischen Druck am Eingang eines Mikrokanals, resultierten im Wachs-
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tum von gedrehten lambdaförmige Kohlenstoffnanofasern, mit zwei verdrehten “Füßen“ und
einem nicht verdrehten “Kopf“.
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Many devices created by mankind are inspired by nature. Airplanes, submarines, and jet engines are historical examples for the successful mimicking of birds and sea creatures [1]–[3].
The motivation for the design of such tools is typically caused by the fascination about the
famous abilities of animals and plants. The strong adhesion of gecko’s toes [4], [5] and the selfcleaning properties of the lotus leave [6] are two illustrative and very popular examples for this
process of bio-inspired engineering. Geckos fascinate mankind for a long time. When a gecko is
walking up and down a tree, or hanging on the ceiling, it seems that the gecko overcomes
th
gravity. Already the Greek philosopher Aristoteles (4 century B.C.) described the ability of a
gecko: “It can run up and down a tree in any way, even with the head downwards” [7]. Nevertheless, there are several other animals with the same ability like ants [8], bugs [9], and spiders [10]. However, the gecko deserves the most interest because it is the heaviest animal with
adhesion properties. The Tokay gecko (Figure 1.1) with a total length up to 35 cm and a weight
up to 300 g [11], is the biggest gecko and generates adhesion forces up to 10 N/cm² [5].

Figure 1.1:

The Tokay gecko (left) with a scanning electron microscopy image of its hierarchical system
of micro- and nanostructures (right). Photography of the gecko used under license from
Shutterstock.com [12] and image of gecko structures adapted and reprinted with permission
from Kellar Autumn [13].

Originally seven theories arose to explain the secret behind the famous adhesion of geckos for
more than a century. Sticky secretions, micro-interlocking, micro-suction cups, electrostatic
forces, friction, capillary forces, and intermolecular forces were discussed. Finally, the gecko’s
secret was solved by elimination. Friction cannot be the cause due to its definition. Friction
appears only in shear direction, but geckos can stick to ceilings, even when the surface is very
flat, such as polished glass or a silicon dioxide wafer [7]. This also eliminates the theory, that
geckos use a kind of micro-interlocking. If micro-suction cups would be responsible for the
adhesion of a gecko, they should not show any adhesion in vacuum. However, geckos revealed
adhesion forces also in vacuum [14]. Furthermore, geckos do not have any kind of microsuction cups. Electrostatic forces can be also eliminated, because geckos can stick to surfaces
where no electrostatic forces can built-up [4]. Geckos do not have perspiratory glans on their
toes which refute the theory of sticky secretions. However, condensed water from the atmosphere between the surface and the nanostructures of a gecko could generate additional capillary forces. Autumn et al. [7] rejected this hypothesis experimentally. They assume if capillary
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forces would be responsible for gecko’s adhesion strength, the adhesion force of a gecko on
hydrophobic surfaces should be very low compared with the adhesion force on hydrophilic
surfaces. The outcome was that the adhesion force between a gecko setae and hydrophilic as
well as hydrophobic surfaces are nearly the same. This finding rejected the hypothesis that
capillary forces are the main cause for gecko adhesion.
Consequently, the remaining theory explaining gecko’s secret are intermolecular forces [7]. This
theory arose with the invention of electron microscopy, where the gecko revealed his secret in
kind of a hierarchical system of micro- and nanostructures made by keratin on his toes [15]–
[17]. The big ‘hairs’ are placed directly on the lamellae of the gecko and are called setae with
diameters of around 4.2 µm and lengths of about 110 µm. The setae split four times and end in
the so-called spatula with a triangular shape and a size of about 200 x 200 nm (Figure 1.1). The
density of the setae is in the range of 14 400 setae/mm². The total amount of setae of a Tokay
gecko is about 6.5 million. These structures can generate an adhesion force of 100 N for one
gecko [5], in case that all nanohairs are in contact with the surface simultaneously. In general,
this is much more than a gecko with a weight of 300 g needs, but it offers the gecko a tremendous safety factor. Consequently, a gecko is only using a few per cents of his maximum force. A
possible reason for this is that not all hairs of the gecko can contact the surface at the same
time, especially, when the surface is rough or contaminated with dust particles. To release its
feet from the surface, the gecko is using a trick, it is rolling his toes to its inside to minimize the
pull-off force to lift off one foot. This allows the gecko to lift-off its feet in only 15 ms. Additionally,
the gecko, as well as most gecko-inspired adhesives have a self-cleaning mechanism. If the
feet are contaminated with dust particles, the adhesion force between the gecko’s hairs and the
dust particles is lower than between dust particles and the surface resulting in a cleaning of the
gecko’s hairs with each release step [18].
The basic adhesion trick used by the gecko is based on the nm-size of the contacts, which can
be explained by the contact splitting theory [19], [20]. Figure 1.2 shows two square areas with
the same size. The left is contacted by only one big spherical tip and the right one by smaller
spherical tips. This leads to an increase in the adhesion force which rises with the square root of
the number of spherical contacts:
′

=√

,

where
is the adhesion force for one big spherical contact and
spherical contacts.

(1.1)
′

is the adhesion force for

Beside contact splitting, the gecko developed another fascinated geometrical structure for its
adhesion ability. The tips for contacting the surface are only the top part of a hierarchical system
illustrated in Figure 1.3 on the right side. To stick on extremely flat surfaces (Figure 1.3 a), it is
not necessary to have a hierarchical system of, e.g., four levels. In this case an attachment
system without hierarchy can generate the same adhesion as a hierarchical system of multiple
levels. However, the gecko’s environment in the nature with surfaces such as trees and rocks
are not flat. Therefore, a hierarchical system is of advantage compared to a system without
hierarchy (Figure 1.3 b). A non-hierarchical attachment system cannot contact all of its hairs
with rough surfaces resulting in a reduced adhesion. Additionally, if the hairs exceed a critical
length, they stick together [21], which also results in a reduced adhesion after the contact splitting theory [19], [20]. Hierarchical structures do not stick together and are perfectly made for
surface uncertainties which are present everywhere in nature. The hierarchical system of a
gecko can be simplified regarded as a multiple-level spring model [22]–[25]. Figure 1.3 c) com-
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pares two spring models with a one-level hierarchy (left) and a four-level hierarchy (right),
whereas the one-level hierarchy describes most of the artificial dry adhesives and a four-level
hierarchy comes closer to the description of the real attachment system of a gecko.

Figure 1.2:

Contact splitting theory, with one spherical contact (left) and several spherical contacts
(right). The side views are represented at the top whereas the top views are represented at
the bottom. If the two arrays are identical, the adhesion rises with the square root of the
number of contacts. Figure adapted from Arzt et al. [20].

The intermolecular forces such as van der Waals forces (vdW-forces) are mainly responsible for
the adhesion of a gecko [7]. The vdW-forces [26] are interactions between atoms or molecules
depending on the distance between the interaction partners. They are subdivided into three
forces with the London dispersion forces (acting between temporary dipoles), the Debye forces
(between permanent dipoles and induced dipoles), and the Keesom forces (between permanent
dipoles). In practically all cases, the London dispersion forces are the strongest of the three
vdW-forces. In the case of a sphere contacting a flat surface the vdW-force can be calculated
using the following Equation [27]:

= −

𝐻𝑅

,

(1.2)

with the Hamaker constant 𝐻 , the radius 𝑅 and the distance
between the sphere and the
surface [27]. However, it might be possible that the pillars at the end of the structures of a gecko
buckling after touching the surface. In this case the vdW-force can be approximately calculated
as the interacting between a cylinder and a flat surface expressed per unit length (N/m) using
the following Equation [27]:
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= −

Figure 1.3:

𝐻 √𝑅

√

.

(1.3)

Flat versus hierarchical structures for contacting surfaces of different roughness, with a) a
flat surface and b) a rough surface contacted by systems of pillars with a one-level hierarchy
(left) and a four-level hierarchy (right). The four-level hierarchical system enables all of the
pillars to contact the rough surface without agglutination of the pillars. c) The different level
hierarchical systems can be described by using a spring model. Figure part c) adapted from
Bhushan [22].

Mimicking the nanostructures of a gecko with artificial materials, such as polymers or carbon
nanotubes/nanofibers can lead to high performance dry adhesives with a possible use in manufacturing to replace screws or glued connections, gloves in sport, e.g., to catch a ball better, for
climbing aids or robots [28], in medicine as novel plasters [29] or for novel braking systems in
automotive. Another field of application is space technology. Due to low- or zero gravity it is a
challenge, e.g., to attach landing units on small bodies like meteorites, asteroids and comets.
Dry adhesives which can cope under space conditions can solve such problems. Figure 1.4
shows a vision of a landing unit model which can cope with different underground materials,
such as rock and ice surfaces.
Dry adhesives made by polymers are cost-effective with simple fabrication techniques [30]–[32].
However, the use of dry adhesives made by polymers is limited. High temperatures or the
exposure to radiation (e.g., in space) might damage the structures made from polymers [33],
[34]. Additionally, the size of such structures is limited by the used structuring technology.
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Figure 1.4:

Vision of space probe landing on a) a meteorite and b) on an ice surface. It should be
mentioned, that the lander on the images is a model and landing were performed on Earth.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are due to their possible available
size from 1 µm down to 1 nm [35], [36] very promising to mimic the nanostructures of
geckos [37]–[41]. They have outstanding mechanical properties such as a tensile strength of
150 GPa, a Young’s modulus of 0.8 TPa [42] with a low density between 1.33 g/cm³ and
1.78 g/cm³ [43], [44]. Additionally, CNTs are stable under radiation [45] and at temperatures up
to 750 °C in air and up to 2800 °C in vacuum [46]. Moreover, Y-shaped CNTs/CNFs [47]–[50]
offers a promising possibility for mimicking the hierarchical structure of a gecko. Therefore,
CNTs/CNFs are very promising materials for artificial dry adhesives.
However, it is not easy to fabricate CNTs/CNFs. State of the art processes like chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) [51] or plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [52] require a
sophisticated lab infrastructure, consume a certain amount of energy to facilitate the process
and rely on several process gasses. Additionally, the growth of Y-shaped CNTs/CNFs with CVD
or PECVD is not completely understood up to now. Therefore, a simple, environmental friendly
and cost-effective way to grow CNT/CNF-based dry adhesives with the possibility to grow Yshaped CNT/CNF-structures would boost the research in dry adhesives and nanotechnology.

1.2

Outline

The goal of this work was to develop a simple, low-cost process to grow CNTs/CNFs. This is
achieved by using only an open ethanol flame, providing the necessary energy in terms of heat
and acting simultaneously as carbon source. The produced CNT/CNF arrays are used as dry
adhesives and investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) for their adhesion properties.
Additionally, the adhesion properties under harsh conditions and their endurance ability were
investigated. Chapter 2 provides an overview on CNTs/CNFs with respect to their properties
and manufacturing processes. Additionally, the AFM based adhesion measurement principle is
presented.
In Chapter 3, I present the adhesion properties of CNT arrays for their potential use under harsh
conditions, as needed for space technology. Therefore, the adhesion properties between debris
parts of meteorites mounted on AFM cantilevers and CNT arrays are measured at different
temperatures before and after exposing the CNT arrays to simulated space conditions. Moreo-
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ver, the adhesion between micro-ice layers and CNF bundles mounted to AFM cantilevers is
investigated.
In Chapter 4, I describe the production of CNFs with a developed alternative growth process
based on an open ethanol flame with the option to align the CNFs during growth with a permanent magnet. Using this method, randomly aligned as well as aligned CNFs were fabricated and
investigated for their adhesion properties by AFM. Additionally, the long term stability of the
fabricated CNF arrays was investigated for up to 50 000 attachment/detachment cycles.
In Chapter 5, I present the invention of a novel kind of CNFs grown with the advanced process
from Chapter 4. I named these structures lambda-shaped CNFs due to their similarity to the
Greek letter lambda. Therefore, a machine was developed to achieve precise process conditions with nearly no jitter in the ethanol flame. By using a new substrate with a 3 µm thick copper layer, the growth of lambda shaped CNFs was discovered. AFM based microchannel cantilever spotting (µCS) and dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) were performed for the controlled
deposition of catalysts, to investigate the locally controlled growth of single lambda shaped
CNFs on defined substrate positions. Using higher flame velocities, produced in a channel
structure due to dynamic pressure at the inlet, resulted in the growth of twisted lambda shaped
CNFs with two twisted feet CNFs and a not twisted head CNF.
Finally, Chapter 6 gives a conclusion of my study and an outlook on possible future experiments
and developments.
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For the fabrication and development of novel gecko-inspired dry adhesives based on carbon
nanostructures, a fundamental understanding of these structures is necessary. This chapter
gives an overview on the properties of carbon nanotubes and related material thereof, growth
theories, and common fabrication processes. Additionally, the AFM based adhesion measurement for the investigation and characterization of adhesive nanostructures is presented.

2.1

Carbon nanotubes

Due to their outstanding properties, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are regarded as one of the most
st
promising materials for the 21 century, with countless possible applications like lightweight
CNT composites for the use in automotive, aerospace, for ships or in sporting goods as tennis
rackets and bicycle frames [53]. Additionally, with their small size in the nm-range and their
outstanding properties, CNTs are perfectly made for mimicking Gecko-inspired dry
adhesives [37], [40], [41], [54]. This chapter gives an overview about different kind of CNTs and
their respective properties. Especially, the theoretical theory describing CNTs growth and the
different manufacturing processes of CNTs is introduced in this section.

2.1.1

Properties of carbon nanotubes

There are two natural modifications of carbon on Earth. Graphite (sp²-bonded) consists of
carbon atoms ordered in 2D layers stacking over each other with an angle of 120° between.
One layer of graphite can be regarded as a honeycomb structure which is called graphene.
Diamond (sp³-bonded) consists of carbon atoms spatial arranged with an angle of 109.5° between. The third carbon modification was discovered in 1985 by Kroto et al. [55] during laser
evaporation of graphite with spherical carbon structures of 60 atoms (C60) and ellipsoid structures of 70 atoms (C70). A fourth modification of carbon was discovered in 1991 by Iijima [56]
and, is called carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
CNTs are hollow cylinders made by graphene layers which belong to the class of carbon nanofibers (CNFs). CNFs normally do not reveal perfectly ordered cylindrical graphene layers. CNTs
and CNFs are called one dimensional carbon nanostructures (1D-CNs). An overview of all
possible 1D-CNs with their appearance in cross sections is depicted in Figure 2.1.
CNTs have typical diameters in the nm-range and lengths in the µm-range, with a Young’s
modulus up to 1.25 TPa [57] and a tensile strength up to 63 GPa [58]. There are several types
of CNTs, which distinguish from each other by their number of graphene layers. Table 2.1
shows an overview of different kinds of 1D-CNs and their properties.
Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are built up of only one graphene layer and have
outer diameters between 1 – 2 nm [35]. SWCNTs have a Young’s modulus of 1.25 TPa [57] and
a tensile strength of 3.6 GPa [59]. The density of SWCNTs is in the range of 1.33 –
1.4 g/cm³ [43]. To distinguish different kind of SWCNTs with different properties, the vector
notation from Saito et al. [60] can be used. A SWCNT can be imagined as rolling a cylinder from
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a graphene sheet (Figure 2.2). After rolling, the atoms and ′ lie imaginary over each other.
The distance between and ′ is described by the lattice vector:

⃗ℎ =

𝑎⃗ +

𝑎⃗ ≡

,

,

(2.1)

where 𝑎⃗ and 𝑎⃗ are the unit vectors of graphite multiplied with multiples ( and ) of the unit
vectors. Consequently, the diameter of a SWCNT can be calculated from the lattice vector.

d=

Figure 2.1:

| ⃗ℎ |

(2.2)

Cross section of all possible 1D-CNs structures. The smallest structures are SWCNTs
consisting of one graphene layer. Nanotubes consisting of two graphene layers are called
DWCNTs. Nanotubes consisting of more than two graphene layers and DWCNTs are called
MWCNTs. SWCNTs and MWCNTs belong to the group of CNTs. A feature of the CNTs is
the cylindrical, ordered arrangement of graphene layers. Imperfect cylindrical structures with
herringbone arrangement of the graphene layers as shown on the right side are called
CNFs. CNTs belong also to the group of CNFs.

The angle between the lattice vector and the horizontal line is called chiral angle 𝜃 and can be
calculated from the multiples of the graphite unit vectors.

𝜃 = tan−

−

√

+

(2.3)

Using this vector notation, three different kinds of SWCNTs can be defined. Zigzag SWCNTs
have a chiral angle of zero ( > and
= ). Armchair SWCNTs have a chiral angle of 30°
( = ). All other combinations with ≠
≠ are called chiral SWCNTs [35]. The metallic
or semiconducting SWCNT can be distinguish with the ratio of the multiples.

+

=

(2.4)
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A SWCNT is conductive, when is an integer and semiconductive for all other cases. Armchair
SWCNTs are always metallic and therefore conductive, whereas zigzag and chiral SWCNTs
can be metallic or semiconducting. Assuming that all values of chiral vectors are possible, one
third of all possible SWCNTs are metallic and two thirds are semiconducting [61].

Figure 2.2:

SWCNT characterization on a graphene sheet. A SWCNT can be imagined by rolling a
⃗⃗ , which
cylinder from a graphene sheet. The perimeter of the SWCNT is the lattice vector 𝑪

⃗⃗ and ⃗𝒂⃗ ). The chiral angle 𝜽 is the anis built by a multiple of the unit vectors of graphite (𝒂
gle between the lattice vector and the horizontal line. To build a SWCNT, the graphene
sheet can be imaginary cut along the two dashed lines which stand perpendicular on the lattice vector. After rolling the cut graphene layer to a tube, the atoms of the lattice vector (𝑨
and 𝑨′ ) laying imaginary over each other. Figure adapted from Saito et al. [60].

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are built of at least two graphene layers and have
diameters between 2 – 150 nm [62]. A special kind of MWCNTs are the double walled carbon
nanotubes (DWCNTs) consisting of two graphene layers with a distance between the two walls
of 0.33 – 0.42 nm [63], [64]. DWCNTs are in the focus of interest due to their possible usage as
bearings in micro- and nanodevices [65]. The Young’s modulus of MWCNTs with 1.05 TPa [66],
is lower than those of SWCNTs. However, the tensile strength with 11 – 63 GPa [58] is higher
than those of SWCNTs. The density of 1.74 g/cm³ [67] is also higher compared with SWCNTs.
Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) have outer diameters in the range of 50 – 1000 nm [36] and appear
with disordered graphene layers or a kind of herring arrangement of the graphene layers. Due to
these defects in the structure, the mechanical properties of CNFs are much lower than those of
CNTs. However, CNFs have a Young’s modulus in the range of 6 – 300 GPa [36] and tensile
strength in the range of 1.25 – 3.52 GPa [36]. The density of CNFs is nearly in the same range
as for MWCNTs with 1.78 g/cm³ [44]. Therefore, CNFs are comparable with the material properties of steel but a much lower density. For comparison, steel has a density of 7.9 g/cm³, a
Young’s modulus between 196 – 216 GPa and a tensile strength between 360 – 510 MPa [68].
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Table 2.1:

Typical properties of SWCNTs, MWCNTs and CNFs taken from literature, including the
range of the outer diameter, Young’s modulus, tensile strength and density.

SWCNTs

MWCNTs

CNFs

Outer diameter

1 – 2 nm [35]

2 – 150 nm [62]

50 – 1000 nm [36]

Young’s modulus

1.25 TPa [57]

1.05 TPa [66]

6 – 300 GPa [36]

Tensile strength

3.6 GPa [59]

11 – 63 GPa [58]

1.25 – 3.52 GPa [36]

Density

1.33 – 1.4 g/cm³ [43]

1.74 g/cm³ [67]

1.78 g/cm³ [44]

2.1.2

Growth mechanism of carbon nanotubes

In general, CNTs as well as CNFs grow at high temperatures (600 – 1200 °C) from catalytic
centers in the nm-range on a substrate in the presence of a gas mixture with a gas containing
carbon. Catalytic centers for CNT growth used in most studies are made from Fe, Ni and
Co [69], [70]. These transition metals are in the focus of interest due to their high carbon solubility at high temperatures and a high carbon diffusion rate [71]–[73]. However, CNT growth
from several other catalysts like Mn, Mo, Pt, Pd, Sn, Mg and Al was also investigated by Yuan
et al. [74]. Hard materials with a higher melting point as the catalytic centers such as Si, SiO 2,
Al2O3, Ti, TiN, Ta, and W are used as the substrate for the catalytic centers [75]–[77]. The gas
mixture consists of a carbon containing gas, mostly hydrocarbon (CxHy), a reduction gas (hydrogen or ammonia) and an inert gas as precursor, such as argon.
There are two widely-accepted growth mechanism for CNTs and CNFs growth [73]. In the tip
growth model (Figure 2.3 a), the CNT lift off the catalytic center from the substrate, resulting in a
CNT which grows between the substrate and the catalytic center. Whereas in the base growth
model (Figure 2.3 b), the catalytic center sticks to the substrate and the CNT grow in height.
Both growth models start with the presence of a gas mixture. Hydrogen reduces the metal
catalysts which are assumable oxidized during exposure to atmosphere. Using nickel as a
catalyst, the reduction with hydrogen can be described with the following chemical process [78].

NiO + H → Ni + H O

(2.5)

The inert gas in the mixture, such as argon, does not contribute to the CNT growth directly, but
it is widely used to mix it in the gas flow. The inert gas is mainly used before CNT growth starts
to heat up the sample in the oven and to flush the oxygen out off in the reaction chamber.
Otherwise the oxygen in the oven reacts with the samples catalyst at elevated temperatures and
prevents the reduction step. Also the cooling of the sample is commonly conducted under the
presence of an inert gas.
Hydrocarbon which flows over the catalytic centers, supplies the carbon source to build the
CNTs. When the hydrocarbon contacts the catalytic centers, it decomposes into hydrogen (H2)
which goes into the main flow and can help reducing other catalytic centers into pure state and
carbon which gets dissolved into the catalytic center. The catalytic center is made from nickel in
the following example Equation.

Ni +

H → XCNi + YH
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After the carbon solubility limit is achieved, CNTs start to grow. CNT growth stops, when the
carbon containing gas is switched off from the flow of the gas mixture.

Figure 2.3:

2.1.3

The two possible mechanisms for CNT growth, in a) the tip growth model and b) the base
growth model. In both cases hydrocarbon flows over the metal catalytic centers and decomposes into hydrogen which goes back into the main flow and carbon which gets dissolved into the catalytic centers. CNTs start to grow from the catalytic centers after the carbon solubility limit of the catalysts is achieved. The two mechanisms distinguish from each other
whether the catalytic center is placed on the top of the CNT or between CNT and substrate.
In the tip growth model, the CNT is connected with the substrate and lift off the metal catalysts during growth. The opposite case is the base growth model, where the metal catalyst
sticks to the substrate and the CNTs grow from the catalyst upward. Figure adapted from
Kumar [73].

Catalytic centers for carbon nanotube growth

Catalytic centers are the basic component to grow CNTs. They can be imagined as ‘seed
grains’ from which the CNTs grow. The following two subsections give an overview about different fabrication methods for catalytic centers and their properties during CNT growth at elevated
temperatures.

Fabrication of catalytic centers
There are several manufacturing methods to produce catalytic centers in the nm-range. A
simple way to manufacture catalytic centers is to sputter or evaporate a thin metal layer (thickness of 1 – 30 nm) on a substrate and expose it to a thermal treatment to break or melt the layer
into tiny islands [79]. However, catalytic centers with random sizes and spaces arise with this
process. A more controlled way is to use a lithography process with a mask, containing the size
and location of the required catalytic centers [80]. It is also possible to use a metal-chloride
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solution, e.g., NiCl2 solved in ethanol to cast a thin layer of the metal containing solution on a
substrate. This leads to tiny islands of nickel after conducting a thermal treatment [81]. AFMbased dip pen lithography offers a possibility to determine size and location of the catalytic
centers made by a metal solution [82]. Shadow nanosphere lithography offers another possibility to produce catalytic centers [83]. Therefore, as an example conducted in my work, polymer
nanospheres were brought on a surface, e.g., with dip coating, resulting in arranged monolayers
of nanospheres. These can be used as a mask to sputter or evaporate material through the free
space between the spheres. After removing of the polymer nanospheres by etching or using a
ultrasonic treatment, catalytic centers in a honeycomb ordered arrangement are left on the
substrate, which can be used to grow CNTs with a honeycomb ordered arrangement [84], [85].
Another low cost process which allows covering big arrays with catalytic centers in an ordered
way is a chemical nanolithography process based on amphiphilic block copolymers [86]–[92].
These copolymers self-assemble in a solvent like toluene to so-called micelles, containing a
polar core which allows loading them with a metal. In this process a block copolymer, e.g.,
poly(styrene)-block-poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) mixed with toluene to achieve a 1 wt.%
+
solution with micelles, which can be loaded with nickel (molar ratio of Ni2 / vinyl pyridine = 0.5).
Dip coating of the solution on substrates, such as Si or SiO2 can be performed by dip coating.
Figure 2.4 shows some typical results after dip coating varying the velocities a) – c) and using of
block copolymers of different sizes. The space between the micelles gets smaller by decreasing
the dip coating velocity from 10 mm/min in a) to 1 mm/min in c). Monolayers of hexagonally
ordered arrays of metal loaded micelles arise. Oxygen plasma etching removes the polymer
leaving the bare nickel catalytic centers on the substrate. The AFM images in d) – f) show
different sizes of catalytic centers, which were achieved by using different block copolymers and
nickel loading ratios. A P293-S2VP polymer-template d) resulting in diameters of about 28 nm,
e) a P3808-S2VP polymer-template (loading ratio of 1) resulting in diameters of about 40 nm
and f) a P3808-S2VP polymer-template (loading ratio of 2) resulting in diameters of about
68 nm. The diameter distributions in the evaluation below show nearly Gaussian distributions in
all there cases. The heights of the catalytic centers range from 8 - 18 nm. Such catalytic centers
can be used for the growth of CNTs [93], [94].

State of catalytic centers during growth
There is a vivid discussion which state the catalytic centers have during CNT growth [95]. However, it is favored that the catalytic centers are in a liquid phase for the growth of SWCNTs [96]
due to smaller catalysts sizes whereas the catalytic centers for MWCNT growth may be in solid
state due to bigger catalysts sizes [73].
Even the melting point of the used catalysts is higher than the temperature achieved in a CVD
process during CNT growth, the melting point of catalytic centers in the nm-range is reduced. In
general the melting point of a nanoparticle 𝑇 𝑝 can be described with [97]:

𝑇

𝑝

=𝑇

( −

),

(2.7)

where 𝑇
is the melting point of the bulk material,
is the amount of atoms on the surface of
the nanoparticle and the total amount of atoms of the nanoparticle.
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Figure 2.4:

Catalytic centers achieved with a chemical nanolithography process based on amphiphilic
block copolymers. AFM height images after deposition of micelles from P293-S2VP with different dip coating velocities: a) v = 10 mm/min, b) v = 5 mm/min, c) v = 1 mm/min and below
their corresponding nickel catalytic centers after removing the polymer with oxygen plasma
etching. It is obvious that the nanodots after plasma etching get smaller due to removal of
the polymer cover. The AFM images in d) – f) show different sizes of catalysts achieved by
using of different block copolymers and nickel loading ratios with d) the P293-S2VP polymer-template resulting in diameters of about 28 nm, e) the P3808-S2VP polymer-template
(loading ratio of 1) resulting in diameters of about 40 nm and f) P3808-S2VP polymertemplate (loading ratio of 2) resulting in diameters of about 68 nm. The diameter distributions in the evaluation below show nearly Gaussian distribution in all there cases. The
heights of the catalytic centers range from 8 - 18 nm.
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For a nanoparticle with a spherical shape, the relation between the total amount of atoms and
the surface atoms is given by:

=

(2.8)

.

Equation (2.7) can be rewritten to calculate the melting point of a spherical nanoparticle from the
diameter of the nanoparticle and the diameter of the atoms , which is assumed as two times
the van der Waals radius
[97].

𝑇

𝑝

=𝑇

( −

)

(2.9)

The van der Waals volume (also known as atomic volume)
Constable [98]:

is simplified by Housecroft and

=

.

(2.10)

=(

) .

(2.11)

The atomic diameter can be calculated by rewriting Equation (2.10):

This leads to the following Equation depending on the melting point of the bulk material, the
diameter of the nanoparticle and the van der Waals volume:

𝑇

𝑝

=𝑇

−

(

)

.

(2.12)

Table 2.2 gives the material properties with the melting point of the bulk material and the atomic
volume of the three common catalytic centers for CNT growth with Fe, Co and Ni. The atomic
diameter can be calculated by using Equation (2.11). Figure 2.5 shows the distribution of the
melting point of spherical nanoparticles over the diameter of the nanoparticles using Equation (2.12) with the calculated atomic diameters. The melting points decrease with a decrease in
the diameter of the spherical nanoparticles and starts gradually at ~15 nm.
Table 2.2:

Material properties for Fe, Co and Ni. Including the melting point of the bulk material and the
atomic volume per mole [99]. The atomic diameters were calculated from the atomic volume
per mole.

Material

Tmb (K)

Atomic volume
per mole (cm³)

Atomic diameter (nm)

Fe

1809

7.09

0.282

Co

1768

6.67

0.277

Ni

1726

6.59

0.275
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Figure 2.5:

2.1.4

Calculated melting temperature of spherical nanoparticles of Fe (blue squares), Co (red
triangles) and Ni (green circles) as a function of the diameter. The melting temperature decreases with the diameter of the spherical nanoparticles. A significant decrease starts gradually at ~15 nm.

Synthesis of carbon nanotubes

There are several possible processes to grow CNFs and CNTs. Arc discharge was used for the
first reported CNT growth in 1991 by Iijima [56]. In this method, CNTs grow between two graphite electrodes in the arc and accumulate on the graphite cathode [100]. Another process is laser
vaporization, where a graphite target gets evaporated by a laser resulting in CNTs [101]. The
main processes to produce CNTs are ‘chemical vapor deposition’ and a modification with a
plasma source, the ‘plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition’. These two processes are
described in detail in the following. An energy friendly way to produce CNTs and CNFs, but less
investigated up to now, is flame synthesis. However, CNT or CNF growth is a challenge. Depending on the used process, there are up to eight process parameters (temperature, pressure,
growth time, carbon source, precursors, flow rates, catalysts and the substrate). Using one set
of working parameters and changing only one slightly might prevent CNT or CNF growth.

Chemical vapor deposition
The important process to synthesis CNTs and CNFs in research and for industrial production is
chemical vapor deposition (CVD). For most lab synthesis, a horizontal placed quartz tube with a
gas inlet on one end and a gas outlet on the other end (Figure 2.6 a) is used. The quartz tube is
placed in a conventional oven. The oven heats the inner region of the quartz tube, where CNTs
grow by temperatures of up to 500 – 1100 °C. Usually a gas mixture of three gases is used.
One of them is the carbon containing gas (e.g. ethylene or methane), the second gas is for the
reduction (hydrogen or ammonia) and the third gas is an inert gas (e.g. argon) to regulate the
flow. Typically growth times are between several minutes up to several hours. A catalytic sys-
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tem is paced in the center of the quartz tube containing a substrate (e.g. Si, SiO 2, TiN or Al2O3)
with catalytic centers (iron, nickel or cobalt) on the top. For industrial production of CNTs, a
vertically placed quartz tube (Figure 2.6 b) can be used. In this case, the catalysts and the
carbon can bring in gaseous or liquid shape from the top in the vertically aligned quartz tube,
where the CNTs or CNFs grow and fall to the bottom in a plate. This process is more suitable
for mass production in industry than for small experiments in research [102].

Figure 2.6:

Schematic setup of CVD processes to grow CNTs or CNFs. a) A typical lab setup with a
horizontal quartz tube surrounded by a furnace. The substrates with the catalysts are placed
in the tube flowed by a gas mixture resulting in CNT or CNF growth. b) An industrial setup
for mass production to grow CNTs or CNFs. The catalysts are brought together with the carbon source from the top into the vertically system, resulting in CNT or CNF growth, which
can be collected in a plate at the bottom. Figure adapted from Szabo et al. [102].

Some typical CNT structures grown with the help of Sharali Malik in horizontal CVD for lab
synthesis (see Figure 2.6 a) are shown in Figure 2.7. Randomly aligned CNTs growing on the
ground from nickel catalysts produced by a micellar template on a silica substrate (Figure 2.7 a).
The CNT diameters have a size in the range of 50 nm with lengths up to several micrometers.
By the use of a special catalytic system, which is in most cases based on a thin (~1 nm) iron
layer on a 10 nm Al2O3 layer on a silica or silicon substrate and the use of ethylene (C2H2) as a
process gas, so called CNT-forest can be grown [103], [104]. These CNT-forests have heights
up to several centimeters with a high aspect ratio. By patterning the layers with catalysts on the
substrate, ordered arrays with CNT-forest pillars can be achieved [105], [106]. Figure 2.7 b)
shows CNT-forest grown with CVD. The CNT-forest has a height of 150 µm, the CNT diameters
vary between 30 - 70 nm. This corresponds to an aspect ratio of about 3000. At low magnifications on the microscale under the SEM, the CNTs in the forest look very aligned. However,
under high SEM magnifications CNT-forests reveal disordered structures and less alignment
either from the side view or from the top view.
Another possibility to grow aligned CNTs with CVD is applying an electric field between two
electrodes with a small distance between 10 – 20 µm. The catalytic centers are in this case
directly placed on one electrode and growing straight to the other electrode [107], [108].
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Figure 2.7:

Different CNTs grown in CVD. a) With CNTs grown from nickel catalysts produced by a
micellar template on a silica substrate. It is obvious that the CNTs grow on the ground in
random directions. The diameters are in the range of 50 nm and with a length up to several
micrometers. b) By using a catalytic system based on an Al2O3 substrate with Fe catalysts
and ethylene as process gas, so called CNT-forests can be obtained. The CNTs in the forest
have heights up to 150 µm and diameters between 30 – 70 nm, resulting in a high aspect ratio of about 3000. The CNTs look very aligned at low magnifications on the microscale under
the SEM. However, at high SEM magnifications on the nanoscale, the CNTs do not reveal
perfect alignment either from the side view, or from the top view.

Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
A plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process is a modified CVD process to
enable oriented CNT growth [52], [109], [110]. A PECVD setup (Figure 2.8 a) consists of the
same infrastructure as the horizontal CVD lab setup (Figure 2.6 a), but in PECVD the sample is
placed between two electrodes. Appling a high voltage and frequency leads to a plasma between the electrodes where the sample is placed. It is commonly assumed that the CNTs grow
vertically aligned on the substrate due to the electric field in the PECVD [111], [112]. However,
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Bower et al. [113] tilted the substrate in the plasma resulting in aligned CNTs always perpendicular to the substrate surface. These results contradict the previous assumption. The aspect ratio
for CNTs grown with PECVD is normally smaller than those who grown with CVD. Figure 2.8 b)
shows a result for CNTs grown from a 20 nm nickel layer on a silicon wafer with 1 µm SiO2 in
PECVD performed by Oleg Ageev and Oleg Il’in with applying a plasma of 45 W, resulting in
vertically aligned CNTs. Additionally, CNT growth via PECVD offer the advantage that it can
also work under lower temperatures (e.g. 120 °C) compared with CVD [114]. This allows CNT
growth on temperature sensitive substrates. Therefore, CNT growth with PECVD can be very
promising to produce field emitter for displays [109]. Additionally, vertically aligned growth of
CNTs with PECVD is very promising for CNT based dry adhesives. Compared with randomly
aligned CNTs, vertically aligned CNTs with a low aspect ratio cannot stick together, as shown in
Figure 2.8 b) which leads not to a reduced adhesion force due to agglomeration [19].

Figure 2.8:

CNT growth with PECVD. a) A schematic setup of a PECVD process to grow CNTs or
CNFs. In general PECVD is the same process as CVD but with a possibility to apply a plasma in the region where the sample is placed. The produced CNTs with PECVD have lower
aspect ratios than CNTs produced with CVD. b) SEM images, with top view and a 30° tilted
view, shows CNTs grown in PECVD with diameters between 60 – 200 nm and a height of
about 2 µm. The CNTs grow vertically aligned.

Flame synthesis
Beside CNT and CNF growth using the well-established processes with arc discharged, laser
vaporization, CVD and PECVD, another process based on an open flame which got less attention up to now exist. Several groups investigated CNT and CNF growth from flame synthesis
[115]–[121]. In the flame synthesis only an open flame, e.g., from ethanol as fuel is used to grow
CNTs or CNFs.
This alternative process is surprisingly simple and does not need complex infrastructure or lab
equipment. An open flame offers the required temperature and acts as the carbon source.
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However, these processes are not easy to control which might be the reason why up to now
very few studies on this topic were reported. However, flame synthesis benefit from very low
process costs. It does not need electricity to heat an oven or for controllers to regulate the gas
flow. A standard experiment with flame synthesis is in the range of several minutes whereas
with CVD it can last several hours. Therefore, flame synthesis is an energy friendly way to grow
CNTs or CNFs and should get more attention. MWCNTs were grown from Li and Hsieh [115]
using a paraffin wax candle and Hsieh et al. [116] from a Bunsen burner. Pan and Bao [119]
grew CNTs and CNFs by using an open ethanol flame. Bao and Pan [117] used an ethanol
flame with a DC voltage of 25 V around it resulting in aligned CNTs and CNFs. Zhang and
Pan [120] used an open ethanol flame with an arranged magnet above the flame which is
shown in Figure 2.9 a). An aluminum flat protects the magnet from damage and losing his
performance at elevated temperatures. The magnetic field leads to aligned CNTs and CNFs. A
typical result of CNFs produced by flame synthesis using an open ethanol flame without a
magnet is shown in Figure 2.9 b).

Figure 2.9:

2.2

Flame synthesis of CNTs/CNFs. a) A schematic setup of a flame synthesis process to
produce CNTs and CNFs adapted from Zhang and Pan [120]. A burner with a carbon containing gas or fluid generates a flame. The sample is placed directly in the hot zone of the
flame. In the setup from Zhang and Pan a magnet is used to align the CNTs during growth.
An aluminum flat protects the magnet from the flame. b) A result of CNTs and CNFs grown
in an ethanol flame on a copper substrate with nickel-catalysts.

AFM based adhesion measurement

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) or sometimes also called scanning force microscopy (SFM)
was invented by Binnig et al. in 1986 [122] and is a powerful tool to investigate the micro- and
nanoscale world. This Section gives at first an overview about the AFM applications and the
working principle. AFM based adhesion detection is introduced in this Section, including the
fabrication of customized AFM cantilevers mounted with silica spheres or debris particles from
rock materials. The obtained force-distance diagrams from AFM based adhesion measurement
are discussed including the calculations of the adhesion properties.
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2.2.1

AFM working principle

The AFM is a versatile tool which can work under different environments such as ambient
conditions, gases, liquids or in vacuum and is mainly used to characterize surface topographies [123]. Nevertheless, several other properties in the micro- and nanoscale range such as
adhesion [124], friction [125], magnetism [126] or binding forces in biology [127] can be investigated, too. AFM based dip-pen lithography enables structured writing of, e.g., metal salts on flat
surfaces. Also surface modifications and molecular manipulations are possible [128]–[130].
However, the AFM is mainly used for topography measurements. A cantilever with a tip to
conduct the measurement, in most cases a sharp pyramid structure (Figure 2.10), is placed
over the sample under investigation. The cantilever is brought into contact with the surface and
scanned over the surface directly (contact mode). In this case a deflection of the cantilever
results during interaction with the surface. Another possibility is to oscillate the cantilever over
the surface and measure the amplitude (tapping mode). The sample is placed on a scannertable, which can move in three directions. A laser beam is focused on the backside of the cantilever and the reflected beam is guided to a photo-diode and enables the detection of the deflection of the cantilever. The deflection of the cantilever is small compared with its length. The
signal from the piezo table and the photo-diode goes through a loop to a computer to visualize
the results of the measurement on a screen. In case of a topography measurement, lines are
scanned in x-direction and put together for a full image of the topography.

Figure 2.10: Schematic setup of the AFM working principle. The sample is placed on a table, which is
movable in three axes. A sharp tip on a cantilever interacts with the sample surface, resulting in a bending of the cantilever. A laser is focused on the cantilever and a photo-diode receives the reflected laser beam to detect the bending of the cantilever. The signal goes over
a loop to a computer and the signal is visualized on a screen. Figure adapted from [131].

2.2.2

AFM adhesion measurement

The AFM setup can be also utilized for adhesion measurements. For that the cantilever is
scanned in z-direction and the deflection from the cantilever is used to calculate the force between tip and sample by using the spring constant of the cantilever. Figure 2.11 shows a force
distance diagram of an adhesion force measurement. In this case, a pyramidal shaped tip on an
AFM cantilever is used to approach a flat surface (a-b). The tip gets attracted to the surface (bc) due to van der Waals forces which is called ‘snap-in’. After the snap-in, the preload is applied
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causing a linear deflection of the cantilever (c-d). The complete approach is called trace, the
retraction from the surface is called retrace. In the retrace line, at first a linear deflection of the
cantilever in opposite direction arise (d-e), resulting in a ‘snap-out’ (e-f). Finally, the cantilever
drives upwards to leave the surface (f-g). After reaching the start position again, the adhesion
measurement cycle is finished.

Figure 2.11: Theoretical force distance diagram obtained with a sharp tip on an AFM cantilever interacting with a flat surface. From a-b, the cantilever approaches the surface and gets attracted
(b-c) to the surface by van der Waals forces. Followed by a linear deflection of the cantilever
caused by the preload (c-d). The way back is described by a linear deflection of the cantilever in opposite direction (d-e), where the maximum force in negative direction at point e is
the adhesion force. The diagram from e-f describes the pull-off, which means that the cantilever tip suddenly jumps off the surface and goes back to a relaxed position. Finally, the
cantilever drives upwards away from the surface f-g to finish the adhesion measurement cycle. Figure adapted from [132].

2.2.3

Fabrication of AFM cantilevers for adhesion measurements

AFM cantilevers with sharp tips [133] for scanning the topography or measuring physical properties are commercially available. However, customized cantilevers for special measurements
have to be self-produced. Therefore, tipless cantilevers built the basis to equip the cantilevers
with customized setups. Göring et al. [134] used 3D laser writing to produced different polymer
based geometry setups on bare AFM cantilevers. Schmutz et al. [135] and Röhrig et al. [32]
glued spheres to bare cantilevers to measure topography, friction and adhesion. To transfer
micro-objects for measurements on bare cantilevers, a micro-manipulation unit integrated in an
optical light microscope is used. Figure 2.12 shows a schematic setup for the micro manipulation unit integrated in an optical light microscope and Figure 2.13 shows an optical image of the
micro manipulation unit with the light microscope and the glass needle. At first a glass slide is
subdivided into in four arrays. On the first array a tiny droplet (diameter < 100 µm) of a two
component glue with a drying time of about 90 minutes is placed directly on the glass slide. The
second array stays free and serves later for the deposition of a tiny droplet (1 µL) of isopropa-
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nol. The tipless cantilever is placed on the third array. On the fourth array the micro objects
which should be transferred to the cantilever are placed. In this study, this can be either tiny
debris parts of meteorites in the µm-range or silica spheres with a diameter of 20 µm. In the
case of the meteorites debris parts, with a originally size of ~2 x 2 x 2 mm³, they are broken
mechanically to achieve debris parts with a size in the range of 100 x 100 x 100 µm³. The debris
parts of the meteorites are placed directly on the glass slide. For the silica spheres, a tiny droplet (2 µL) of an isopropanol solution with the spheres are placed on the glass slide. The isopropanol evaporate and leave the silica spheres on the glass slide. This drying process can be
accelerated through heating by increasing the intensity of the microscope light. Once everything
is placed on the glass slide, the transfer process can be started. First, the very sharp glass
needle of the micromanipulator with a diameter of 10 µm at the end, which is moveable in three
directions, is dipped only with the end part into the two component glue. The glass needle with
the glue on the end is now transferred to the bare cantilever and brought in contact with the
area on the cantilever where the micro object should be placed later, leaving a tiny micro droplet
of glue on the cantilever. After this step, the micromanipulator needle is contaminated with glue
and has to be cleaned before transferring the micro objet. Therefore, a tiny droplet of isopropanol (~1 µL) is placed on the second array of the glass slide and the micromanipulator needle is
dipped in and out until the glue on the needle is dissolved completely.

Figure 2.12: Schematic setup for the fabrication of customized AFM cantilevers. The glass slide is subdivided into four arrays, with a tiny droplet of a two component glue on A1, a droplet of isopropanol on A2, the bare AFM cantilever on A3 and either silica spheres or debris parts of meteorites on A4. The glass slide is placed on a microscope table which is moveable in three
axes. A glass needle is used for transferring glue or an object to mount on the cantilever
which is also movable in three axes. The micromanipulation process can be investigated
through the optical light microscope.

This process can be observed under the light microscope. Now, the micromanipulator needle
can be moved to the fourth array to collect either a silica sphere or a debris part of a meteorite
by electrostatic forces. The needle with the micro object can now be transferred to the third
array with the cantilever. The micro object gets deposited over the glue area on the cantilever
and the needle has to be retracted. The customized setup can be used for the adhesion meas-
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urements after successfully drying of the built cantilever of about 90 minutes. Figure 2.14 a) and
b) show a bare cantilever under different magnifications before transferring a micro object to it.
Figure 2.14 c) shows a cantilever mounted with a 20 µm silica sphere and Figure 2.14 d) shows
a cantilever mounted with a tiny debris part of a Chelyabinsk meteorite (chondrite LL5) with a
size of 60 x 60 x 60 µm³.

Figure 2.13: Picture of the micro-manipulation unit with the glass needle and the glass slide which are
both movable in three axis. The manipulation process can be observed with the light microscope under a magnification of 4x, 20x and 40x.

Figure 2.14: Fabrication of customized AFM cantilevers for adhesion measurements. a), b) Bare AFM
cantilevers, who serve as the basis for the micro objects transferred by the micromanipulator. c) The micro objects are in this study either a silica sphere with a diameter of 20 µm or
d) a debris part of a meteorite, in this case a debris part of a Chelyabinsk meteorite (chondrite LL5) with a size of ~ 60 x 60 x 60 µm³.
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One of the produced cantilevers with a 20 µm silica sphere was used for a sequence of optical
images showing the approach and touchdown of the silica sphere with the surface during an
AFM adhesion measurement cycle from the side view (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15: Approach to the surface of a customized AFM cantilever. The sequence of optical images
showing an AFM cantilever with a 20 µm silica sphere approaching and touching a surface
during an AFM adhesion measurement from the side view.

2.2.4

Adhesion force and energy calculation from force-distance
diagrams

Adhesion force and energy can be calculated from the force distance diagrams. Figure 2.16
shows a force distance diagram from an AFM adhesion measurement obtained between an
AFM cantilever mounted with a 20 µm silica sphere and a flat silicon surface. The two measurements lines are trace
𝑧 (blue dashed line), describing approach, touch and press into the
surface. The other line is retrace
𝑧 (red solid line), describing the way back with the information about the pull of from the surface containing the adhesion force and energy.
The maximum value of trace and retrace are identical and describe the preload force:
𝑝

=

𝑎𝑥{

𝑧 }=

𝑎𝑥{

𝑧 }.

If the maximum distance 𝑧 is known, the preload force can also be calculated with:
𝑝

=
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The adhesion force is defined as the minimum absolute force value of the retrace line:
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The adhesion energy is defined as the area between the zero line
=
and retrace. The
calculation can be simplified by only considering the area where the retrace line are not zero but
negative 𝑧 − 𝑧 .

𝑧
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Figure 2.16: Experimental force distance diagram, obtained from a 20 µm silica sphere on an AFM
cantilever interacting with a flat silicon surface. The diagram consists of trace (blue dashed
line) which describes the silica sphere approaching the surface, touching the surface and
being pressed in the surface. Due to the hard silicon surface, the silica sphere cannot stamp
into the surface, resulting in a deflection of the cantilever. The retrace (red solid line) describes the way back including the adhesion force leading to a deflection of the cantilever in
the opposite direction. The adhesion energy, needed to pull the sphere from the surface, is
the area between the zero line and retrace.

2.2.5

Adhesion force and energy calculation per area for spheres
and stones

Adhesion forces and energies can be calculated from the force distance diagrams obtained from
AFM measurements as described in Chapter 2.2.4. However, it is difficult to compare the resulting adhesion forces and energies. Only when the same sphere on a cantilever, or a sphere with
identical size is used, the results are comparable. This is maybe possible for the silica spheres,
but for debris parts of stones, it is nearly impossible. To obtain comparable results, the adhesion
forces and energies should be referred to an area. This area is defined as the projected area 𝑝

(Figure 2.17), where CNTs contact the sphere or debris part of a stone. In the case of a sphere,
the projected area can be directly calculated via geometrical relations by knowing the diameter
or radius of the sphere and the penetration depth . The penetration depth can be obtained from
the force distance diagrams (see Figure 2.16), in case that the surface is soft and gets mostly
compressed by the sphere, I, therefore, made the assumption:

≈ 𝑧 −𝑧 .

(2.17)

Using the radius
of the sphere and the penedration depth, leads to the following relation
containing the radius 𝑝 of the projected area:

=

−

+ ( 𝑝) .
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Rewriting Equation (2.18) to the radius of the projected area leads to:
𝑝

=√

The projected area by itself is defined as:
𝑝

=

−

.

.

𝑝

(2.19)

(2.20)

Including Equation (2.19) into Equation (2.20) gives the projected area dependence from the
radius of the sphere and the penetration depth:
𝑝

=

−

.

(2.21)

Figure 2.17: Projected area of a silica sphere mounted to an AFM cantilever. The projected area can be
calculated via geometrical relations from the diameter of the silica sphere and the penetration depth from the force distance diagrams. The projected area is exemplified in the SEM
image (right side) for a 20 µm silica sphere on an AFM cantilever.

In the case of debris parts of stones on a cantilever, the projected area cannot be calculated
directly due to inhomogeneous geometries. In this case an approximation was used to determine the projected area from two SEM images. Therefore, SEM images of the debris part of a
stone were recorded from two side views shifted by 90° from each other, which is depicted in
Figure 2.18 a) and b). By knowing the penetration depth, the two lengths of each side ( and
) of the projected area, which is defined as the rectangle in Figure 2.18 c) and d), can be
determined from the SEM images.
𝑝

≈

(2.22)

By using the projected area, the adhesion force and energy can be referred to an area, with 𝜎𝑝
the adhesion force per area and 𝜉𝑝 the adhesion energy per area.

𝜎𝑝 =
𝜉𝑝 =

ℎ

𝑝

ℎ

𝑝
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Figure 2.18: Determination of the projected area from SEM images for debris parts of stones glued on
cantilevers by using the penetration depth. a), b) The lengths 𝒔 and 𝒔 can be determined
from two SEM images of the two side views. c), d) The projected area refers to the top view
of the stone on a cantilever, which is pictured as the shaded area.
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Dry adhesives from CNFs for space
technology

Low- or zero gravity is a fundamental issue in space technology and makes especially attachment in space a challenge. Working outside space crafts or space stations require handles or
jetpacks for the locomotion of the astronauts. Landing units are restricted to a sufficient surface
gravity, as it is found on larger astronomical objects and planets like Moon or Mars. However, in
case of small meteorites, asteroids, and comets, mechanical attachment systems are unavoidable due to extremely low gravity. Transferring the attachment ability of the gecko to space with
CNF based dry adhesives can solve such problems. This Chapter deals with the rigorous investigation of the adhesion properties of CNFs at harsh conditions as in space.

3.1

Motivation for attachment in space

The landing of space probes on other planets, moons, comets, asteroids, and meteorites is one
of the biggest challenges for mankind to investigate space and reveal its secrets, such as if life
exists or existed outside Earth. One of the greatest achievements in space history and for
mankind was the manned landing of the lunar module Eagle with the Apollo 11 mission on the
Earth Moon in the year 1969 [136]. Later on, rovers landed on Mars in 2004 and 2012 with the
Mars Exploration Rover Mission [137] and the Mars Science Laboratory [138]. These missions
benefit from a sufficient gravity on the surface of the Moon with 1.62 m/s² [139] and of the Mars
with 3.71 m/s² [140]. Therefore, it was not necessary to mount attachment units on the landers.
However, landing on small bodies such as comets, asteroids, and meteorites is a challenge due
to their low gravity. One famous example was the Philae lander of the Rosetta mission [141],
which landed in 2014 on the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko with a surface gravity of only
0.0003 m/s² [142]. Therefore, the landing module Philae was designed to attach mechanically
with the firing of an anchoring harpoon and three ice-screws on each landing foot. However,
these mechanical attachment systems did not reveal the desired fixation of the lander on the
surface. Due to the low surface gravity, Philae bounced two times over the comets surface
before it stopped on a shadow cliff wall [143]. The stopping position in the shadow was not the
perfect landing area for its solar modules to collect sunlight.
A mechanical attachment system requires a surface geology for which it was designed. Therefore, proper geological information about the landing place is needed which is in most cases not
known at the planning of such a long distance mission. Consequently, an attachment system
that can perform in space and cope with different surface morphologies and materials is desirable to improve the landing and subsequently enhance the success of such space missions. The
two surface materials of interest are rocky material and ice, which are the two main components
of comets. Figure 1.4 shows a vision of a model of a landing unit which might cope with different
underground materials, such as a meteorite and an ice surface.
Additionally, CNT based dry adhesives can be used for manufacturing of satellites to connect
their different components like cables, sensors and protection foils. Due to the extreme space
temperatures, satellites are covered with insulation foils for thermal control and to protect the
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sensitive on-board instruments [144], [145]. Figure 3.1 shows the ‘Trace Gas Orbiter’ satellite
during manufacturing stage with some typical insulation foils [146]. Adhesives are the method of
choice to attach the insulation foils on satellites compared to mechanical connections like
screws due to their low weight. However, the adhesives have to survive at least one decade
under harsh conditions in space. Therefore, dry adhesives which can cope with these conditions
over years without failure would improve satellites and possibly their lifetime.

Figure 3.1:

Manufacturing of the satellite ‘Trace Gas Orbiter’ at Thales Alenia Space. The satellite is
covered with insulation foils for thermal control. Reprinted with permission from Thales
Alenia Space [146].

Another possible application for the need of dry adhesives in space, which can be realized for
space missions very quickly, is inspired by the Cassini mission [147], which investigated the
Saturn rings, which consist of tiny particles [148]. CNT arrays might be used as a catcher to
collect such stardust and micrometeorites, which will stick to the CNT arrays for further investigations direct on the space probes or for transportation to Earth. Therefore, CNTs seem to be
the material of choice due to their outstanding material properties (see Chapter 2.1.1). Additionally to a temperature stability of up to 2800 °C in vacuum [46], CNTs have a radiation resistance [149], which makes them a promising material for long term space missions in areas
with high radiation, such as the Van Allen belts surrounding Earth [150] or Jupiter [151].

3.2

Micrometeorites on AFM cantilevers

For the AFM based adhesion measurement between debris parts of meteorites and CNT arrays,
tipless cantilevers were mounted with micro-meteoritic particles. For the study, three meteorites
(Figure 3.2) were purchased from Minerando GmbH; a 197 mg Chelyabinsk meteorite (chon-
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drite LL5) [152], a 11 mg Mars meteorite (NWA 6963) [153] and a 13 mg Lunar meteorite (NWA
4881) [154]. The purchased debris parts of the meteorites had sizes of several millimeters.

Figure 3.2:

Debris parts of meteorites used for adhesion measurements before mechanically breaking
into smaller parts for the measurements. The pictures show a 197 mg Chelyabinsk meteorite
(chondrite LL5) [152] on the left side, a 11 mg Mars meteorite (NWA 6963) [153] in the center and a 13 mg lunar meteorite (NWA 4881) [154] on the right side. The debris parts of the
meteorites had sizes of several millimeters.

These meteorites were mechanically crushed to achieve debris parts of meteorites with sizes
between 60 µm and 120 µm. The debris parts were transferred and glued to tipless cantilevers
utilizing a micro-manipulation unit as described in Chapter 2.2.3. Figure 3.3 a) shows the schematic setup of the AFM based measurement principle with the micro-meteorite on the cantilever.
Figure 3.3 b) shows the Mars micro-meteorite on the cantilever used for the adhesion measurement with a size of 100 x 105 x 45 µm³. The lunar micro-meteorite had a size of 100 x 90 x
40 µm³ (Figure 3.3 c) and the micro-meteorite from Chelyabinsk had a size of 70 x 65 x 35 µm³
(Figure 3.3 d). A SEM from Zeiss (SUPRA 60 VP) was used to image the meteoritic particles on
AFM cantilevers. Normally, non-conductive samples, such as rock material are sputtered with a
thin (~10 nm) silver layer to make the surface electrically conductive for SEM investigations in
order to avoid charging effects. In this case, the debris parts of meteorites were investigated by
SEM without any sputtering to avoid changing their surface chemistry, which might influence the
adhesion measurements. Therefore, very low subsequent acceleration voltages (1 – 1.5 kV)
were used and the distance between detector and sample was adjusted to 5 – 7 mm.
AFM offers the possibility to calculate the mass of the debris parts of the meteorites mounted on
the cantilevers from the resonance frequency of a tipless cantilever before and after mounting a
meteoritic particle to it. The resonance frequency
for a rectangular cross section cantilever
can be expressed by the Equation [155]:

=

√

𝑘
+

,

(3.1)

−

.

(3.2)

with the cantilever spring constant 𝑘, the additional mass
placed at the cantilevers end and
the effective mass
. For the used cantilever, the relation between the effective mass and
the ‘real’ mass
of the cantilever is
= .
. To calculate the mass
of the meteoritic
particle, Equation (3.1) can be rewritten to:

=

𝑘
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Using the thermal tune method [156], a spring constant of 0.4 N/m was determined. The resonance frequency of a tipless AFM cantilever ( = ) was measured to 14.82 kHz
(Figure 3.4 a), resulting in an effective mass of 46 ng and a real mass ( =
/ . ) of

192 ng. A resonance frequency of 2.53 kHz (Figure 3.4 d) was measured for the Mars meteorite
on the cantilever from Figure 3.3 b) leading to a calculated mass of 1.53 µg. The lunar meteorite
on the cantilever (Figure 3.3 c) had a resonance frequency of 3.02 kHz (Figure 3.4 c) leading to
a calculated mass of 1.07 µg. The meteorite from Chelyabinsk on the cantilever (Figure 3.3 d)
had a resonance frequency of 4.76 kHz (Figure 3.4 b) leading to a calculated mass of 0.40 µg.
Table 3.1 shows an overview of the three meteoritic probes with their respective properties.
Table 3.1: Specification and properties of the used micro-meteorites, mounted on AFM cantilevers.

3.3

Mars meteorite

Lunar meteorite

Chelyabinsk meteorite

Specification

NWA 6963

NWA 4881

chondrite LL5

Dimension (µm³)

100 x 105 x 45

100 x 90 x 40

70 x 65 x 35

Resonance
frequency (kHz)

2.53

3.02

4.76

Mass (µg)

1.53

1.07

0.40

AFM measuring setup for high and low
temperatures and fabrication of CNTs for the
measurement

An AFM measurement setup including a Peltier element (Figure 3.5) was used to conduct
adhesion measurements at low and high temperatures. The required temperature range from
-20 °C to +240 °C was achieved with two different Peltier elements. A Peltier element ‘Dimension Cooler’ from Bruker with a maximum working range from -40 °C to +100 °C was used for
measurements under +20 °C and a Peltier element “Dimension Heater” from Bruker with a
maximum working range from +20 °C to +250 °C was used for all measurements above +20 °C.
The sample under test with the CNT arrays was placed on top of the Peltier element. The setup
around the Peltier element has an inlet and an outlet for a fluid to regulate the temperature
(Figure 3.5 a). In this setup deionized water at room temperature (~20 °C) was used for the
Dimension Heater and deionized water cooled with ice to ~0 °C was used for the Dimension
Cooler. Another pipe which is connected to the setup of the Peltier element offers the possibility
to flood the area around the sample with gaseous dry nitrogen which is necessary for measurements at low temperatures (<0 °C). In this way, condensation of water from the air on the
samples surface and subsequent influence on the adhesion measurement is prevented. A
special AFM cantilever holder based on a flexible silicone rubber sealing (Figure 3.5 b) was
used to achieve a closed system for the measurement allowing production of customized atmospheres (e.g. a dry nitrogen atmosphere). The ramp frequency was set to 1 Hz and kept
constant for all adhesion measurements. The spring constant of the cantilever was determined
as 0.4 N/m.
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Figure 3.3:

Adhesion measurement between CNT arrays and micrometeorites mounted on AFM cantilevers. a) Schematic setup for the AFM based adhesion measurement. A debris part of a tiny meteorite is glued to an AFM cantilever and pressed into CNT arrays followed by a lift-off.
During this process the cantilever bends. A laser beam is focused on the backside of the
cantilever and a photodiode detects the bending with the information of the adhesion properties, to calculate the adhesion forces and energies. Three different meteoritic probes were
prepared and used for the adhesion measurements, b) a Mars meteorite (NWA 6963), c) a
lunar meteorite (NWA 4881) and d) a meteorite from Chelyabinsk (chondrite LL5). The SEM
images represent top views on the left side and side views (90° tilted) on the right side.
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Figure 3.4:

Resonance frequency measurement for micro-meteorites mounted on AFM cantilevers for
the calculation of the mass of the debris parts of the meteorites. a) A tipless cantilever without a meteorite with a measured resonance frequency of 14.82 kHz, resulting in an effective
mass of the cantilever of 46 ng. b) The cantilever with the Chelyabinsk meteorite has a resonance frequency of 4.76 kHz, resulting in a mass of the meteorite of 0.40 µg. c) The cantilever with the lunar meteorite has a resonance frequency of 3.02 kHz, resulting in a mass of
the meteorite of 1.07 µg. d) The cantilever with the Mars meteorite has a resonance frequency of 2.53 kHz, resulting in a mass of the meteorite of 1.54 µg.

MWCNT arrays were used for the adhesion measurement of micro-meteorites. A PECVD process described in Ageev et al. [157] was performed by Oleg Ageev and Oleg Il’in for the production of MWCNT arrays (Figure 3.5 c). A piece of a Si-wafer (1x1 cm²) with 1 µm SiO2 on the top
served as substrate. For the catalysts, a 20 nm thick layer of nickel was evaporated on the
substrate. Before MWCNTs growth starts, a reduction step with ammonia (NH 3) and DC plasma
(45 W) was conducted for 1 minute to get rid of the oxidized nickel layer leaving nickel on the
surface. The MWCNT growth temperature was 750 °C with a growth time of 45 minutes. The
chamber pressure was 4.5 Torr in the PECVD machine and a gas mixture of C2H2 with a flow
rate of 70 sccm and NH3 with a flow rate of 210 sccm was used.
Additionally, another kind of CNT sample was produced for the adhesion measurement between
CNTs on AFM cantilevers and micro-ice surfaces. For this, a process based on an open ethanol
flame as described in Chapter 4.3 was applied. Therefore, a piece of a Si-wafer (1x1 cm²) was
used and sputtered with a 50 nm tungsten layer. This substrate was dip-coated in a NiCl2 solution in ethanol with a concentration of 20 mg/mL leaving a thin NiCl2*6H2O layer on the surface,
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acting as the catalyst to grow CNFs. The sample was placed for 3 min in the ethanol flame
resulting in micro bundles of CNFs.

Figure 3.5:

Setup for the temperature dependent AFM based adhesion measurement. a) The AFM
measurement head and a Peltier element below it to cool down or heat up the sample. b) A
silicone rubber seal can be placed on top of the Peltier element and the sample to achieve a
closed system. Two pipes with a cooling fluid regulate the Peltier element and a pipe with
gaseous nitrogen can be used to flood the chamber and conduct experiments under nitrogen atmosphere. This procedure is necessary at low temperatures (<0° C) to prevent condensation on the sample from the humidity in the air. c) SEM image with a 30° tilt of the
used sample of aligned CNT arrays. d) The AFM cantilever with a debris part of a meteorite
mounted to the cantilever.
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3.4

Adhesion measurement between CNTs and micrometeorites at low and high temperatures

Vertically aligned CNT arrays grown in a PECVD process as described in the previous section
with diameters between 60 nm and 200 nm and heights of about 2 µm were used as the sample
to measure the adhesion between debris parts of meteorites and CNTs. The grown CNTs
benefit from a homogeneous density over the whole sample of about 7 CNTs/µm². Figure 3.3 a)
shows the schematic adhesion measurement principle. Debris parts of meteorites mounted to
AFM cantilevers were pressed into CNT arrays with a defined preload force and lifted-off. The
results are force-distance diagrams (Figure 3.6) containing information about the adhesion force
. Figure 3.6 shows three force
ℎ and energy
ℎ , as well as the absorbed energy
distance diagrams obtained for the meteorites from a) Mars, b) Moon and c) Chelyabinsk. A
preload force of 1 µN was used for all three measurements. The force-distance diagrams contain trace (blue dashed lines) and retrace (red solid lines). The retrace lines exhibit typical tearoffs originating from one or more CNTs contacting the micro-meteorite and loosing suddenly the
contact to it during lift-off. Some adhesion measurements were conducted by Zeyu Ma as a part
of his Bachelor thesis [158].
Figure 3.7 shows the results from the adhesion measurements with a) the adhesion force and
b) the adhesion energy in a temperature range from -20 °C to +240 °C. Steps of 20 °C were
used to conduct measurements at 14 different temperatures. For each temperature, five measurements on different areas of the sample were conducted to consider small changes in the
quality of the CNT arrays. A mean value was calculated from the five values and the final data is
shown in Figure 3.7 with error bars representing the standard deviation. The symbols correspond to the adhesion between CNT arrays and the micro-meteorite from Chelyabinsk (blue
squares), from Mars (red circles) and from Moon (gray triangles). Linear fits were calculated
(dashed lines). For the micrometeorite from Chelyabinsk, linear fits dependent on the temperature 𝑇:
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The measured adhesion forces and energies are nearly constant or change only little over the
investigated temperature range. However, there are temperature dependent effects that can
influence the adhesion measurement. Even though CNTs are hydrophobic [159], tiny amounts
of water from the air might condense on the catalytic centers made of nickel which are located
at the top of the CNTs touching the micro-meteorite first during an adhesion measurement.
To prove the hydrophobicity of the used CNT arrays, the contact angle of a sample with CNTs
was measured and compared with a reference sample consisting of a piece of a silicon wafer.
Therefore, 4 µL droplets of deionized water were deposited on the CNTs and reference sample.
Figure 3.8 shows the results from the contact angle measurements with a) the silicon reference
sample and b) the CNT surface. The CNT surface resulted in a contact angle of 146° indicating
a hydrophobic surface, whereas the silicon reference surface revealed contact angles between
50° and 60°. The condensation of water on the nickel catalysts can induce capillary forces
which will disappear at higher temperatures. This can explain the slightly decline of the adhe-
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sion properties at elevated temperatures. Additionally, thermal fluctuation [160] might lead to a
decreased adhesion.

Figure 3.6:

Force-distance diagrams from an AFM based adhesion measurement obtained between
CNT arrays and debris parts of meteorites, for a) the Mars meteorite, b) the lunar meteorite
and c) the meteorite from Chelyabinsk. A constant preload force of 1 µN was used for these
adhesion measurements. The force-distance diagrams represent approach (blue dashed
line) with the information about the absorbed energy (Eabs) and retraction (red solid line) with
the adhesion force (Fadh) and the adhesion energy (Eadh).
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Figure 3.7:

Temperature dependent adhesion measurements with a) the adhesion force and b) the
adhesion energy between CNT arrays and debris parts of meteorites from -20 °C to
+240 °C. The measurements in the temperature range were conducted with the debris parts
of the Chelyabinsk meteorite (blue squares), the Mars meteorite (red circles) and the lunar
meteorite (gray triangles). The error bars were calculated from five measurements and the
data points represent the mean values. The linear fits are visualized as dashed lines. The
adhesion forces and energies are nearly constant over the measured temperature range.

Small changes in the adhesion properties between the three investigated debris parts of meteorites, independent from the temperature can be explained by different geometric shapes and
roughnesses of the micrometeorites (see Figure 3.3). Subsequently, this leads to different
contact areas and small deviations in adhesion forces and energies. The debris part from the
Mars meteorite revealed the highest adhesion force with 516 nN and an adhesion energy of
44 fJ. To refer the adhesion properties to an area, the contact areas of the debris parts of mete-
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orites were estimated from SEM side views as described in Chapter 2.2.5. For the debris part of
the Mars meteorite, a contact area of 20.6 µm² was determined, resulting in an adhesion force
per area of ~2.5 N/cm² with an adhesion energy per area of 21 µJ/cm². This is a quarter of the
adhesion force of a real gecko with 10 N/cm² [5].

Figure 3.8:

Contact angle measurements with a water droplet on a Si- and CNT surface. a) A 4 µL water
droplet deposited on a part of a Si-wafer resulting in a contact angle between 50° and 60°.
b) A water droplet of the same size deposited on an array with CNTs resulting in a contact
angle of 146° indicating a hydrophobic surface.

A very important question for dry adhesives is how many times they can be used without replacement of the adhesion layers. In case of landing units, the adhesion layers have to perform
only once. However, in case of rovers with covered dry adhesives feet, investigating meteorites,
asteroids, comets or planet’s surface, the long term stability plays an important role. Therefore,
endurance runs with 1000 attachment/detachment cycles between CNT arrays and the debris
part of the Mars meteorite were conducted. The preload force was set to 1 µN with a ramp
frequency of 1 Hz. Figure 3.9 shows the results of the endurance runs with a) the adhesion
forces and b) the adhesion energies. The endurance runs were conducted at three different
temperatures with three runs for each temperature of -20 °C (blue rhombuses), +120 °C (red
squares) and +240 °C (magenta triangles). The error bars represent the standard deviations.
The adhesion properties are nearly constant over the number of measurements independent
from temperature.
However, another important question is if the CNT arrays would survive a complete space
mission without losing their adhesion strength. Therefore, the sample was exposed to simulated
space conditions by Pierre Jouanne and Amandine Charles at Thales Alenia Space. At first, to
simulate a possible storage of 9 years on ground before the mission starts, a hydrothermal
ageing of 7 days at 45 °C with a relative humidity of 93 % was performed. For the simulation of
the flight to the Earth orbit, 10 thermal cycles starting from -50 °C up to +75 °C were conducted
in vacuum. Finally, to simulate the operation in space after leaving the Earth orbit, 113 thermal
cycles in a temperature range starting from -180 °C up to +150 °C were performed. After exposed to these simulated space conditions, the sample was measured again with respect to its
adhesion properties. Therefore, endurance runs as described above were performed using the
same cantilever and parameters. Figure 3.9 c) shows the measured adhesion forces and Figure 3.9 d) shows the respective adhesion energies. Compared with the measurements before,
the adhesion forces and energies are in the same range and do not change very much during
1000 attachment/detachment cycles. SEM investigations of the CNT arrays exposed to simulat-
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ed space conditions revealed no damage of the structures, showing the potential use of CNT
arrays for long term adhesion applications under harsh environments as in space.

Figure 3.9:

Endurance adhesion measurement between CNT arrays and the debris part of the Mars
meteorite at different temperatures with a) the adhesion force and b) the adhesion energy.
c), d) Show the same measurements after simulated space conditions. The measurements
were conducted for 1000 approach/retraction cycles at -20 °C (blue rhombuses), at +120 °C
(red squares) and at +240 °C (magenta triangles). Three endurance runs were conducted at
each temperature and the mean values were calculated. The error bars represent the
standard deviation from the three measurements. The dashed lines in the diagrams represent linear fits. The adhesion forces and energies are nearly constant for the endurance
runs at different temperatures.

Additionally, CNTs might be used as a protection for micrometeorites [161]. The force-distance
diagrams (Figure 3.6) contain the adhesion force and energy, as well as the absorbed energy
(
). The absorbed energy was calculated to 80 fJ for the debris part of the Mars meteorite to
investigate the potential of the CNT arrays to absorb energy. Equalizing the absorbed energy
with the kinetic energy (

=

𝑣 ) of the Mars micrometeorite with a calculated mass of

1.53 µg (see Chapter 3.2). This results in a velocity of the micrometeorite of 0.01 m/s which
could be absorbed by the meteoritic particle. This is much less than the velocities of meteorites
which can achieve absolute velocities of several km/s [162]. However, CNT forests with heights
of up to 12 mm [163] are assumable more suitable than the investigated CNTs with heights of
only 2 µm to absorb more energy and subsequently absorb higher velocities. An envisioned
application for the investigated CNT arrays could be ‘catching-boards’ of CNTs on space probes
to catch micrometeorites.
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3.5

Adhesion measurement between CNTs and microice layers

The following adhesion measurements between CNTs and ice surfaces are motivated by a
possible landing on comets which consist mainly of rock and ice material [164]. However, it is
not simple to measure the adhesion between CNTs and ice surfaces. Using the same approach
as described in Chapter 3.4, where debris parts of meteorites were mounted to AFM cantilevers,
would not work with micro-debris parts of ice at a conventional lab with room temperature. The
ice particle would melt after a few seconds. However, regulating the lab temperature below 0 °C
might enable the transferring process of ice debris but during the measurement, where a laser is
focused on the cantilever not far away from the tiny ice debris, the ice would melt, making a
measurement impossible.
Therefore, the measurement procedure was inverted, which means that the ice layer was grown
on a piece of a Si-wafer placed over the Peltier element and a bundle of CNTs was mounted on
a tipless AFM cantilever. However, the CNTs grown with PECVD for the adhesion measurement
between meteorites cannot be used for mounting AFM cantilevers due to their small heights of
2 µm and their strong connection with the Si-surface. Therefore, CNTs and CNFs in the shape
of a bundle grown with flame synthesis (see Chapter 4.3) were used. The diameters of the
CNTs or CNFs in the bundle are in the range of 40 nm with lengths up to 60 µm. The CNT/CNF
bundle was transferred to a tipless AFM cantilever using the micro-manipulator as already
described in Chapter 2.2.3. Figure 3.10 a) shows the CNT/CNF bundle mounted to an AFM
cantilever with b) a magnified view of the CNTs/CNFs.
Determining the resonance frequency of the CNF bundle on the AFM cantilever offers a possibility to calculate the mass of the self-grown CNF bundles with flame synthesis. A resonance
frequency of 6.95 kHz was measured for the CNT bundle mounted on a tipless AFM cantilever
(Figure 3.11). Using the effective mass of tipless cantilever with 46 ng from Chapter 3.2 and
Equation (3.2) leads to a mass of the CNT bundle of 1.272 µg. The CNF bundle has a dimension of 80 x 80 x 110 µm³ as determined from the SEM images leading to a volume of the CNF
5
bundle of 7.04 x 10 µm³. Subsequently, a CNF bundle density of 1.807 g/cm³ was calculated.
For comparison, the density of single CNFs is 1.78 g/cm³ [44], and very close to this value.
The micro-ice layer was grown on a piece of a Si-wafer from condensed water of the air with a
relative humidity of 24 % at 21 °C, resulting in an absolute humidity of 4.4 g/m³. The temperature of the Si-wafer placed on the Peltier element was set to 0 °C leading to condensation of
water droplets which aggregate after 2 min to droplets with diameters between 20 – 60 µm
(Figure 3.10 c). After 2 min at -20 °C the water droplets change their aggregation state and
freeze to ice (Figure 3.10 d), which is stable due to a complete condensation of the air in the
camber (volume ~3 cm³) on the Si-surface. To achieve a closed ice layer a pump was used to
bring fresh humid air inside the chamber, resulting in a growing ice layer (Figure 3.10 e). The
inlet of the pump was closed after a closed ice layer was obtained (Figure 3.10 f). Figure 3.12
shows an AFM topography scan (10 x 10 µm²) of a produced ice layer on the Si-surface. The
topography measurement revealed that the ice layer consists grains with sizes between 2 µm
and 8 µm.
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Figure 3.10: Adhesion measurement between CNTs and micro ice layers. SEM images with a) a CNT
bundle mounted on a cantilever and b) a higher magnification of the CNTs. Images from a
light microscope during the production of micro-ice layers on a silicon sample over the Peltier element. c) Micro water droplets condensed on the silicon substrate at 0 °C and 2 min,
d) micro-ice droplets achieved after 4 min by -20 °C, e) growing ice layer with the addition of
fresh humid air and f) a nearly closed ice layer usual used for measurements.

It should be mentioned that keeping the ice-layer stable was one of the biggest challenges to
conduct the measurement. Therefore, the laser beam used for the detection of the cantilevers
bending was placed away from the top with the CNTs near to the base to prevent heating up the
area under the CNTs and subsequently melting the ice layer. Additionally, the illumination of the
AFM microscope was switched off, to conduct the measurement in darkness, to prevent heating
the ice layer. Using these two measurement settings, it was possible to maintain the ice layer for
10 min which is sufficient to conduct about 500 adhesion measurements by using a ramp frequency of 1 Hz. The preload force was set to 1 µN and the temperature was constant at -20 °C
during the measurement. Figure 3.13 a) shows a force-distance diagram obtained between
CNTs and ice layers with trace (blue dashed line) and retrace (red solid line). The retrace line
revealed several tear-offs originating from CNTs loosing suddenly the contact to the ice layer.
Three areas of the ice layer were chosen to conduct endurance runs with 500 measurements.
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Figure 3.11: Resonance frequency measurement from the CNF bundle mounted on an AFM cantilever.
The CNF bundle on the cantilever depicted in the inset SEM image has a dimension of
80 x 80 x 110 µm³. The resonance frequency was measured to 6.95 kHz, leading to a density of the CNFs in the bundle of 1.807 g/cm³.

Figure 3.12: AFM scan of micro ice layer topography, with a) a 2D topography scan of a 10 µm x 10 µm
ice layer and b) the corresponding 3D topography. The topography measurements revealed
ice grains in the range from 2 µm to 8 µm.

Figure 3.13 shows the results of the endurance runs with b) the adhesion forces and c) the
adhesion energies. The error bars represent the standard deviations. Different surface geometries of the three ice areas under test may cause the deviations of the adhesion properties.
However, the adhesion force as well as the adhesion energy is constant for up to
500 measurements. The adhesion properties were referred to an area as described in Chapter 2.2.5 to achieve comparable results independent from the contact area during the adhesion
measurement. The adhesion force was calculated to 2.3 N/cm² and the adhesion energy to
2.5 µJ/cm². The adhesion force is only marginal lower compared with the adhesion force of the
debris part of the Mars meteorite with 2.5 N/cm². Subsequently, the adhesion force between
CNTs and ice layers is in the same range as between CNTs and micrometeorites. However, the
adhesion energy is about 10 times higher, which can be explained by longer CNTs (~60 µm)
used in this experiment compared with the CNT arrays (~2 µm) used for the measurement
between CNTs and micrometeorites. Longer CNTs lead to a longer contact to the surface under
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test during lift off and subsequently to a larger area in the force-distance diagrams, resulting in
higher adhesion energies.

Figure 3.13: Adhesion measurement between CNT bundles and micro-ice layers. a) A force distance
diagram indicating up to five tear-offs due to the interaction between CNTs and micro-ice
layers. Endurance runs revealed that b) the adhesion forces and c) the adhesion energies
are nearly stable for up to 500 measurements. The dashed lines represent linear fits to the
data.
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A shortened version of the CNF based dry adhesives for space technology investigation in this
chapter was published as the article [165] “Analysis of Carbon Nanotube Arrays for Their
Potential Use as Adhesives Under Harsh Conditions as in Space Technology”, by Christian
Lutz, Zeyu Ma, Richard Thelen, Julia Syurik, Oleg Il’in, Oleg Ageev, Pierre Jouanne and Hendrik Hölscher, Tribology Letters, 67, 1-10 (2019)
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4

CNF growth with flame synthesis
and their use as dry adhesives

CNFs and CNTs are due to their outstanding mechanical properties (see Chapter 2.1.1) very
promising materials for several applications, such as dry adhesives [39]. Flame synthesis of
CNFs is a simple, fast and cost-effective way to grow CNFs. In this chapter flame synthesis of
CNFs is systematically investigated in order to grow dense arrays of CNFs with the possibility to
align the CNFs during growth via a magnetic field. The adhesion properties of these structures
are investigated by AFM. Endurance runs are performed to demonstrate the long term adhesion
stability of the grown CNF arrays.

4.1

Flame synthesis of CNFs

Synthesis of CNFs in an open flame, as described in Chapter 2.1.4, is poorly investigated up to
now. Although in this study a standard ethanol or methanol burner was used and the sample
was placed inside the flame with the possibility to apply a magnetic field as schematically depicted in Figure 4.1. The sample consists of a piece of a silicon waver with a thin metal layer
covered with catalysts from metallic salts (NiCl2, FeCl2 and CoCl2). Surprisingly, this process to
grow CNFs with, e.g., NiCl2 on thin Cu substrates allows to grow CNFs without the usual reduction step typically conducted in CVD and PECVD, where hydrogen or ammonia reduces the
metal catalysts to a pure state before CNFs can start to grow. This can be explained with the
work of Kumar et al. [166]. They reported that catalysts made from copper and nickel can produce hydrogen during the exposition to an open ethanol flame. This hydrogen produced in the
ethanol flame might work similar as the hydrogen which is pumped into a CVD or a PECVD
chamber to reduce the catalysts to pure state.
Zhang and Pan [120] used a similar process with an ethanol flame, where the sample was
aligned horizontally with the catalytic side pointing downwards. However, it was observed in this
thesis that a vertical alignment of the sample over the flame leads to a much more stable open
ethanol flame compared with the horizontal alignment. This can be explained by a better aerodynamic stream of the ethanol flame around the sample, which can be considered as a plate. In
general, vertical aligned samples result in less turbulences compared to horizontal aligned
samples and hence to a more stable ethanol flame.
It should be mentioned that growing CNFs in an open ethanol flame is not straightforward. First
experiments with burning ethanol in a ceramic bowl were not successful, assumably due to
flicker of the flame, leading to parts of the sample which are outside the flame for a short time.
This results in re-oxidation of the used catalytic centers and subsequently stops CNF growth
before it starts. However, there are several other factors deciding between CNFs growth and no
growth. Very important are humidity and temperature, the used catalyst or the applied magnetic
field which are explained in detail in the following.
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Figure 4.1:

4.2

Schematic setup for flame synthesis of CNFs and their alignment using a permanent magnet. The setup consists of an ethanol burner and a sample is placed horizontally directly
over the wick in the flame. A silicon shield is placed between the magnet and a sample to
prevent the magnet from heating up and subsequently losing its performance. A part of a silicon wafer, served as substrate covered with a thin cooper layer. A layer of NiCl2 as catalyst
is deposited on the copper layer of the sample to grow CNFs. The CNFs orient in the magnetic field during growth due to diamagnetic forces acting away from the magnet on the
⃗⃗𝑪𝑵𝑭 ). However, there are small paramagnetic forces (𝑭
⃗⃗𝑵 ) acting to the magnet inCNFs (𝑭
stead of much higher ferromagnetic forces on the Ni catalysts due to a temperature of
750 °C which is above the Curie temperature of Ni with about 358 °C [167]. The observed
alignment of the CNFs away from the magnet revealed that the diamagnetic forces acting to
the CNFs are higher than the paramagnetic forces acting to the Ni catalysts.

Combinatorics flame synthesis of CNFs

In this section, rigorous investigation of flame synthesis of CNFs is presented with the setup
from the previous Chapter using a standard ethanol or methanol burner, different substrates and
catalysts, to determine the best working parameters to grow CNF arrays with a high and uniform
density of CNFs. The challenge in CNT and CNF growth is to find working process parameters
under nearly endless possible combinations. Three important parameters in flame synthesis are
the fuel which offers the carbon, the substrate which acts as an under layer and the catalysts
from which the CNFs grow from. The conducted experiments considered all possible and suitable combinations. Ethanol and methanol were chosen as fuel due to their liquid state at room
temperature which allows fueling a flame burner. Especially ethanol was successfully used in
several studies to grow CNTs and CNFs [117]–[119] and is therefore in the focus of interest.
Seven substrates of Si, SiO2, Al2O3, Cu, Ti, Ta and W which are used in several studies were
selected. Three catalysts with NiCl2, FeCl2 and CoCl2 were chosen and solved in ethanol to
achieve a 20 mg/mL solution. Additionally, a second CoCl2 solution with methanol as solvent
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(20 mg/mL) was produced. Dependent on temperature, concentration and solvent, CoCl 2 solutions change very strongly their color in a range from pink to blue [168]. The CoCl2 solution in
ethanol is deep blue whereas the solution in methanol is pink (see Figure 4.2). Especially cobalt
was in the focus of interest due to its high Curie temperature of 1131 °C [167], which is above
the temperature in the ethanol flame, offering a possibility to align the CNFs during growth by
applying a magnetic field.
The total amount of experiments
substrates

dependents on the number of fuels

and the number of catalysts

, the number of

.

=

(4.1)

By using two fuels, seven substrates and four catalyst solutions, 56 combinations of CNF
growth experiments with flame synthesis were conducted to consider every possible option. To
evaluate the CNF growth experiments, the growth activity
was defined, which is dependent
on the fuel , the substrate and the catalyst . Its value increases with the amount of CNFs
per area.
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Three SEM images, each of them corresponding to an area of about 50 µm² on random positions of the sample were evaluated and the amount of CNFs was counted ( 𝐶𝑁𝐹 ) to assign the
growth activity a value. The growth activity is defined as zero, if no CNF was observed on the
SEM images and a growth activity of 0.05, if one CNF was observed. Two CNFs are defined
with a growth activity of 0.1 and a growth activity of 1.0 means more than 1000 CNFs on the
three SEM images. Consequently, to achieve a defined growth activity of 1.0 leads to a density
of ~7 CNFs/µm².
Figure 4.2 shows the results from 56 flame synthesis experiments to grow CNFs with the used
catalytic solution on the left side, the growth activity for ethanol flame synthesis in the middle
and the growth activity for methanol flame synthesis on the right side. All catalytic solutions
have a concentration of 20 mg/mL of the metal salt solved in the solvent ethanol or methanol.
The solution with NiCl2 as catalysts a) leads to the highest CNF outcome. All investigated substrates reveal CNF growth independent if ethanol or methanol is used as fuel. However, the
highest growth activity was recorded for the ethanol flame synthesis of NiCl 2 on copper substrates with a growth activity of 1.0, followed from the tungsten substrate with a growth activity
of 0.8. For the CoCl2 catalysts, two solutions were prepared, one with CoCl2 solved in methanol
b) and the other one with CoCl2 solved in ethanol c). It was observed that CoCl2 solved in methanol b) showed the highest growth activity during methanol flame synthesis. However, CoCl2
catalysts show less growth activity compared with NiCl 2 catalysts. The FeCl2 catalyst d) exhibited the lowest growth activity of the investigated catalysts. Only three experiments out of 14 tests
revealed CNF growth.
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Figure 4.2:

Ethanol and methanol based flame synthesis of CNFs, with photos of the solutions on the
left side, the results with the growth activity for ethanol synthesis in the middle and for methanol synthesis on the right. Three solutions with metal salts (NiCl2, CoCl2 and FeCl2) as
catalysts solved in ethanol and one solution with CoCl 2 solved in methanol (marked with ‘*’)
were investigated after their ability to grow CNFs on different substrates using flame synthesis with ethanol or methanol as fuel. All produced solutions have a metal salt concentration
of 20 mg/mL. The best results were achieved with NiCl2 as catalyst a), exhibiting CNF
growth on all investigated substrates. The highest growth activity was achieved with a value
of 1.0 on a Cu substrate, followed by a W substrate with a growth activity of 0.8. CoCl2
solved in methanol b) showed the best results for methanol synthesis on Cu substrates.
Whereas CoCl2 solved in ethanol c) worked best in methanol synthesis on SiO2 substrates.
FeCl2 as catalysts d) shows the smallest CNF outcome, with three working material combinations out of 14 options.
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A compilation of all growth activity values is shown in Table 4.1 for ethanol flame synthesis and
in Table 4.2 for methanol flame synthesis. In general 22 experiments showed no CNF growth,
whereas 34 experiments showed CNF growth out of a total number of 56 experiments. This
means that 60 % of the combinations exhibited CNF growth.
Table 4.1: Growth activity from the ethanol flame synthesis. Three metal salts solved in ethanol and one
solved in methanol (marked with ‘*’) were used as catalysts on seven different substrates.

Substrate
Catalyst

Si

SiO2

Al2O3

Cu

Ti

Ta

W

NiCl2

0.2

0.35

0.15

1.0

0.4

0.5

0.8

CoCl2*

0

0

0

0

0.15

0

0

CoCl2

0.05

0

0

0.05

0.2

0.15

0.05

FeCl2

0

0

0.15

0

0

0

0.05

Table 4.2: Growth activity from the methanol flame synthesis. Three metal salts solved in ethanol and one
solved in methanol (marked with ‘*’) were used as catalysts on seven different substrates.

Substrate
Catalyst

Si

SiO2

Al2O3

Cu

Ti

Ta

W

NiCl2

0.35

0.3

0.2

0.35

0.3

0.45

0.2

CoCl2*

0.15

0.2

0.05

0.55

0.2

0.2

0

CoCl2

0.15

0.35

0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0

FeCl2

0

0

0

0

0

0.45

0

Figure 4.3 shows a compilation of six SEM images from CNFs grown with flame synthesis. With
CNFs grown in an ethanol flame from a) Ni catalysts on a Cu substrate, b) Ni catalysts on a W
substrate and c) Ni catalysts on a Ta substrate. CNFs grown in a methanol flame from d) Co
catalysts solved in methanol on a Cu substrate, e) Co catalysts solved in ethanol on a SiO2
substrate and f) Fe catalysts on a Ta substrate. The flame synthesis of CNFs distinguishes
between each other after their size, quality and density of the CNF outcome. In general, the
growth quality of the CNFs grown in the ethanol flame is higher, as compared to CNFs grown in
the methanol flame. The CNF arrays from a) and b) are due to their high quality and density
suitable for dry adhesives.

4.3

Ethanol based flame synthesis of CNFs from
nickel chloride

As investigated in the previous section, flame synthesis of CNFs with an open ethanol flame
using NiCl2 catalysts on copper substrates is the most promising way to produce large arrays
with uniform density and quality of CNFs for their application as dry adhesives by using flame
synthesis. Therefore, rigorous investigation of this process to optimize the quality and outcome
of CNF arrays for dry adhesives is presented in this section.
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Figure 4.3:

4.3.1

SEM images of the flame synthesis of CNFs. CNFs grown in an ethanol flame from a) Ni
catalysts on a Cu substrate, b) Ni catalysts on a W substrate and c) Ni catalysts on a Ta
substrate. CNFs grown in a methanol flame from d) Co catalysts solved in methanol on a Cu
substrate, e) Co catalysts solved in ethanol on a SiO2 substrate and f) Fe catalysts on a Ta
substrate. The density and quality required for dry adhesives were achieved in a) and b).

Experimental setup

To grow CNFs from ethanol based flame synthesis, the same setup as described in Chapter 4.1
was used. The ethanol burner has a wick with a rectangular cross section of 12 x 2 mm² and a
combustion rate of 0.4 mL/min. For a demonstration of the process, a reference sample of a 10
x 10 mm² Si substrate and a Si substrate with a 60 nm copper layer of the same size was used
(Figure 4.4). The sample to grow CNFs with the 60 nm copper layer was covered with 2 µL of a
20 mg/mL NiCl2 solution in ethanol and dried in air for few minutes. Both substrates were placed
vertically in the ethanol flame at a height of 2 mm measured from the top of the wick.
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Figure 4.4:

CNF growth experiment using an open ethanol flame. a) The time series shows a CNF
growth experiment with a Si sample as a reference (left sample) and a Cu substrate with
NiCl2 catalysts (right sample) in an ethanol flame. The flame went green after 20 s over the
Ni/Cu sample indicating that the NiCl2 is reduced to pure state. b) After 180 s in the ethanol
flame, the reference Si substrate did not show CNF growth in the SEM, whereas the Ni/Cu
sample revealed some black areas which are identified as CNFs in the SEM.

The growth time of the experiment was 3 minutes. A series of four photos taken at different
times (Figure 4.4 a) shows changes of the sample prepared with nickel catalysts. The unprepared reference sample, which consists of pure silicon, does not change the color in the ethanol
flame and does not reveal any kind of nanostructures in SEM images (Figure 4.4 b). However,
the prepared sample with NiCl2 on a 60 nm copper layer changes the color to black after 20 s in
the ethanol flame. It is also visible that the ethanol flame went green over the Ni/Cu sample,
which starts after a few seconds in the ethanol flame and goes on for about 20 s. This change in
the color might indicate that NiCl2 reduces to a pure state and CNFs starts to grow. After 180 s,
the complete area covered with NiCl2 turned black and SEM investigations revealed CNFs
growth in random directions. At the end of the CNFs, bright spots can be observed under the
SEM, which indicates nickel catalysts and subsequently CNF growth after the tip growth model
(see Chapter 2.1.2).
Temperature measurements with a thermocouple (Figure 4.5) revealed a temperature of
~750 °C at the sample center position. The height is measured starting from the wick of the
ethanol burner in vertical direction. The temperature increase with height and the temperature
ranges from 300 °C (directly over the wick) to 1000 °C at a height of 30 mm over the wick. The
height, where the sample is placed, is between 2 and 12 mm over the wick, using a standard
sample of 10 x 10 mm² placed from the lower edge of the sample 2 mm over the wick in vertical
direction. However, the temperature gradient over the whole sample is not constant. That area
of the ethanol flame was chosen due to the blue color of the ethanol flame at this position,
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which assumable contains more carbon from the ethanol which is not burned and can be used
for CNF growth.

Figure 4.5:

4.3.2

Temperature distribution of the ethanol flame measured with a thermocouple. The height is
measured starting from the wick of the ethanol burner in vertical direction. The temperature
rise with the height and the temperature range is from 300 °C (directly over the wick) to
1000 °C in a height of 30 mm over the wick. The height where the sample is placed is between 2 and 12 mm over the wick, using a standard sample of 10 x 10 mm² placed from the
lower edge of the sample 2 mm over the wick in vertical direction.

The role of nickel chloride

To grow CNFs in an open ethanol flame is still a challenge, even if the best material combination with NiCl2 catalysts on copper substrate (see Chapter 4.2) is used. The first challenge
before CNF growth can start is to cover the sample with a thin layer of NiCl2 from a 20 mg/mL
ethanol solution. If the catalytic layer is too thin, no CNFs will grow due to a lack of catalytic
material. However, if the catalytic layer is too thick also no CNFs can grow due to agglutination
of the catalytic material forming thick layers instead of tiny islands of catalyst which are necessary to grow CNFs (see Chapter 2.1.3). It was observed that dip coating is a very precise way to
cover the sample with a uniform thick layer of nickel catalysts. During dip coating, the layer
thickness ℎ can be influenced by the dip coating velocity 𝑣 as predicted by the Landau-Levich-

Derjaguin theory (ℎ ~ 𝑣 ) [169], [170]. It states that a higher dip coating velocity leads to a
higher layer thickness. It was observed that a dip coating velocity of about 10 mm/min is a
suitable velocity to deposit a layer of about 50 nm of catalytic material from the NiCl2 solution.
Shortly after the sample is dip-coated with a uniform liquid catalytic layer, the ethanol evaporates leaving some NICl2 arrays on the sample. These areas covered with NiCl2 change their
color to black after the ethanol flame synthesis (Figure 4.6). The black parts are identified as
CNFs under the SEM. The black appearance of the CNF arrays can be explained with the high
light absorption properties of CNTs and CNFs [171].
A detailed AFM topography investigation was conducted to determine the difference between
CNF and no CNF growth. Figure 4.7 a) shows two AFM topography scans of a dried NiCl2 layer.
The dried NiCl2 have the size of spheres with diameters between 100 – 200 nm. Normally, on
the edges of the NiCl2 layer no CNF growth was observed in the SEM images. This can be
explained with a lower or higher layer thickness than those necessary to grow CNFs. Therefore,
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a sample with NiCl2 dip coated on a copper substrate was exposed to an ethanol flame, but for
only 20 s. Figure 4.7 b) shows two AFM scans of the edge region after 20 s in the ethanol flame.
It is obvious, that catalytic centers occur but agglutinate together with sizes of up to several
100 nm, which is too big to grow CNFs in the flame synthesis process. Figure 4.7 c) shows two
AFM scans at the center of a NiCl2 layer where CNFs growth was typically observed. In this
region catalytic centers occur in a size between 20 – 120 nm, which is in the suitable range for
catalytic centers.

Figure 4.6:

4.3.3

Samples with CNFs grown with ethanol flame synthesis from NiCl2 on Cu substrates. The
NiCl2 was deposited on one part of the sample by dip coating, the NiCl2 free region is
marked as ‘free area’ in the images. During drying of the NiCl2, patterned arrays with NiCl2
free areas appear. The arrays covered with NiCl2 are black after flame synthesis due to
CNFs growth. No CNF growth was observed in the NiCl2 free area.

Influence of lab humidity

During flame synthesis of CNFs using an open ethanol flame, the environmental conditions,
such as humidity and temperature play an important role. These conditions are decisive for CNF
growth. The absolute humidity
in kg/m³ can be calculated by:

=

.

(4.3)

%

(4.4)

𝑅 𝑇

Where
the vapor pressure in Pa and 𝑅
the gas constant of water vapor with
461.5 J/(kgK) [172]. The relative humidity 𝜑 in % is defined as the ratio between vapor pressure
and the saturation vapor pressure in Pa.

𝜑=

The saturation vapor pressure dependent on the temperature and can be calculated using the
August-Roche-Magnus Equation after Lawrence et al. [172]:
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With the temperature in °C. Subsequently, the absolute humidity can be calculated with the
temperature and the relative humidity from:
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Figure 4.7:

AFM investigation of pure NiCl2 and catalytic centers from the NiCl2 after 20 s in an ethanol
flame. a) A NiCl2 from a NiCl2 solution of 20 mg/mL in ethanol dip coated on a Si-substrate
with a top layer of 50 nm copper after drying on a hotplate for 1 min by 80 °C. b) The arrays
without CNF growth do not exhibit catalytic centers in a suitable size for CNF growth after
20 s in the ethanol flame. c) Whereas the arrays with CNF growth exhibit catalytic centers in
a suitable size (20 nm – 120 nm) after 20 s in the ethanol flame.
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Where 𝑇 is the temperature in Kelvin. The absolute humidity dependent on the temperature with
different relative humidities (20 – 100 %) calculated with Equation (4.6) is plotted in Figure 4.8.
Around 30 CNF growth experiments conducted at different ambient conditions were evaluated
concerning CNF growth. Figure 4.8 shows the diagram with CNF growth (green circles) and no
CNF growth (red triangles).

Figure 4.8:

Humidity-temperature diagram with successful CNF growth experiments (green circle) and
no CNF growth (red triangles). All 30 experiments were conducted over one year in a not
air-conditioned lab, resulting in a great range of temperatures and humidities. It was observed that the relative humidity, which is represented by the lines in the diagram from 20 –
100 %, is not a suitable parameter to distinguish between CNF growth and no CNF growth.
Rather the absolute humidity is a suitable parameter. CNF growth experiments above an
absolute humidity of 10 g/m³ were not successfully, whereas experiments below this limit
lead to CNF growth.

It was observed that the absolute humidity is a more suitable parameter compared with the
relative humidity or temperature to destinguish between CNF growth and no CNF growth. All
CNF growth experiments conducted below an absolute humidity of 10 g/m³ were sucesful
whereas all experiments above this limit do not show any CNF growth. A possible explanation
for this is, that the used metal salt NiCl2 is hygroscopic. This results in condensed water from
the environment on the nickel salt. The critical point where water condensation from the
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surrunding air starts on the metal salt is 20 °C and a relative humidity of 54 % [173]. Using
Equation (4.6), this leads to an absolute humidity of 9.3 g/m³, which is close to the absolute
humidity limit to grow CNFs in flame synthesis using NiCl2 on copper substrates of 10 g/m³
obtained from the experiments. A possible assumption is, that the condensed water oxidize the
50 nm copper layer before CNF growth starts. A basic experiment was conducted to discover, if
this theory is valid. Therefore, two identical samples, which are used for CNF growth with a
50 nm copper layer on a Si substrate, were covered with 1 µL of a 20 mg/mL NiCl2 solution in
ethanol and dried by 80 °C on a hotplate for 1 minute. This results in a thin NiCl2 layer on the
copper surface (Figure 4.9). The two identical prepared samples were exposed to different
ambient conditions. The sample in a) was exposed the lab conditions with 20 °C and a relative
humidity of 16 %. The sample in b) was exposed to 40 °C and a relative humidity of 64 %.
Therefore, a closed system with the sample and a water reservoir was heated over a hotplate to
40 °C, resulting also in an increased humidity. After 10 minutes under these ambient conditions,
small changes in the color of the NiCl2 exposed to higher temperature and humidity can be
observed and after 2 h this sample is oxidized in the area covered with the NiCl2. However, the
sample at lower temperature and humidity did not show any changes in color. After 2 h exposed
to different ambient conditions, both samples are washed under deionised water for 1 minute
and dried in air to get rid of the NiCl2. It is obvious that the copper layer of the sample exposed
to the 20 °C and 16 % relative humidity environmant still exists, whereas the copper layer of the
sample exposed to the 40 °C and 64 % relative humidity environment got dissolved completely
due to oxidation on the area covered with the NiCl2. The copper layer only exists on the edge
region where no NiCl2 was deposited. This is experimental evidence that the copper layer
oxidizes on the area covered with NiCl2 at high temperatures and humidities. Subsequently, the
copper layer which is necessary to grow CNFs does not exist anymore and the experiments are
not successfull. Therefore, low lab temperatures and humidities are needed to conduct
successfully CNF growth experiments with flame synthesis using NiCl 2 on copper layers.

4.3.4

Influence of the magnetic field

Magnetic fields were applied to align the CNFs during growth by two different magnets. Zhang
and Pan [120] used a similar setup compared to those represented in my work, where the
magnet was placed over the flame protected by a shield (see Figure 2.9 a). However, it was
observed in this work that the magnet and the shield can be placed beside the ethanol flame
resulting in less heating of the magnet because the hot air rises upwards, resulting in a magnet
temperature of only 40 °C after 3 minutes exposed to the ethanol flame. This temperature is still
in a suitable range where the magnet does not degrade (<80 °C). The magnet, to align the
CNFs during growth, was built of five neodymium magnets from Maqna Otom Group GmbH with
a diameter of 25 mm, a thickness of 3 mm and a grade of 45. The magnetic flux of a cylindrical magnet at a distance 𝑧 away from the magnets pole can be calculated from:

=

√𝑅 +

+𝑧

+𝑧

−

𝑧

√𝑅 − 𝑧

,

(4.7)

where
is the remanence of the magnetic material,
is the height of the cylindrical magnet
and 𝑅 the corresponding radius [174]. The magnetic flux of the surface (𝑧 = ) of the built
magnet with a remanence of the magnetic material of a N45 neodymium magnet of 1.32 T [175]
was calculated to 506 mT.
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Figure 4.9:

Oxidation of 50 nm copper layers covered with NiCl2 and exposed to different ambient
conditions. A droplet of 1 µL of a 20 mg/mL solution of NiCl2 in ethanol was brought on two
samples with a 50 nm copper layer on a Si substrate and dried at 80 °C on a hotplate for
1 min. The sample in a) was exposed to a relative humidity of 16 % at 20 °C and the sample
in b) was exposed to a relative humidity of 64 % at 40 °C. After 10 min under different ambient conditions, small changes in the color of the sample exposed to higher temperature and
humidity can be observed and after 2 h it is obvious that the sample exposed to a higher relative humidity and temperature oxidized on the area covered with NiCl2. After washing the
samples under deionized water for 1 min and drying in air, the thin copper layer of the sample exposed to the lower temperature and humidity still exist whereas the copper layer of the
sample exposed to the higher temperature and humidity dissolved nearly completely on the
area covered with NiCl2 due to oxidation.
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In a CNF growth experiment, the distance between the magnet surface and the sample surface
was 3 mm, resulting in a magnetic flux on the sample’s surface of 387 mT. A piece of a silicon
wafer was placed vertically aligned between magnet and sample to prevent, that the magnet
heats up to fast.
Using no magnet and applying no magnetic field to the experimental setup leads to randomly
aligned CNFs (Figure 4.10 a). The growth follows the tip growth mechanism (see Chapter 2.1.2)
due to the location of the catalysts at the end of the nanofibers. The catalysts are the bright
spots at the end of each nanofiber which can be seen in the SEM images. As nickel is the only
used material which can grow CNFs, the catalytic centers at the end of each CNF are most
likely made of nickel [176] or an alloy of Ni and Cu. CNT growth experiments using Si, SiO2 and
Cu but without Ni do not show CNF growth. Applying the magnet described above, leads to a
better orientation of the CNFs (Figure 4.10 b).

Figure 4.10: SEM images and Raman spectra from the grown CNFs. a) Random CNFs grown without a
magnet and b) oriented CNFs grown with a magnet. The SEM images showing the CNFs
under different angles with the top view 0° on the left side and a 45° tilted view in the middle.
The Raman spectra were obtained using a laser excitation of 532 nm. Both structures show
the characteristic D and G bands for carbon materials such as CNFs.

The CNF orients away from the magnetic field. The alignment is assumably due to CNFs diamagnetism [177]. The alignment of CNFs due to paramagnetism of the Ni catalysts is less likely.
In general, a ferromagnetic force of the Ni catalysts acts in the direction of the magnet. However, the temperature in the ethanol flame is with about 750 °C higher than the Curie temperature
of Ni at 358 °C [167], making ferromagnetic forces impossible. The force acting on the Ni catalyst at this temperature range can only be a paramagnetic force, which is much smaller than the
ferromagnetic force. However, the CNFs are diamagnetic, leading to a diamagnetic force on the
CNFs away from the magnet. The forces acting during CNF growth are depicted in Figure 4.1.
Due to the observation, that the CNFs are mostly oriented away from the magnet, leads to the
conclusion that the diamagnetic forces acting on the CNFs are higher than the paramagnetic
forces acting on the Ni catalysts.
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A better alignment during CNF growth was achieved by using a stronger permanent block
magnet, in this case a neodymium block magnet (50x50x30 mm³) with a grade of N52 from
MTS Magnete (Germany). For a block magnet, the magnetic flux
at a distance 𝑧 away from
the magnets pole can be calculated with:

=
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where
is the remanence of the magnetic material, is the length of the block magnet,
is
the width of the block magnet and
is the height of the block magnet [178]. This leads to a
surface flux of 508 mT for the used magnet calculating with a remanence of the magnetic material of 1.42 T [175]. A similar substrate was used as for the previous experiments, with 60 nm
copper on a part of a SiO2 wafer. For a homogeneous layer of catalytic material, a dip-coating
process was used with a NiCl2 solution in ethanol (20 mg/mL) by using a velocity of 10 mm/min
for the dip-coating. After drying of the sample at ambient conditions, the sample was placed in
the ethanol flame at a height of 3 mm over the wick and in a distance between magnet surface
and sample of 3 mm. This experimental arrangement leads to a calculated magnetic flux of
453 mT on the surface of the sample. Figure 4.11 shows vertically aligned CNFs after a growth
time of 30 minutes.

Figure 4.11: Mostly aligned CNFs using a block magnet with a magnetic surface flux of 508 mT. The
substrate consisted of a piece of a SiO2 wafer covered with 60 nm Cu dip coated in a NiCl2
solution in ethanol (20 mg/mL). The dip coating velocity was 10 mm/min to achieve a constant catalytic layer. The sample was placed directly in the ethanol flame at a height of 3 mm
over the wick and 3 mm away from the block magnet measured from the samples surface,
resulting in a magnetic flux on the samples surface of 453 mT. The growth time was
30 minutes. Most of the CNFs show a more or less vertical alignment.
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It was observed, that applying a stronger magnetic field leads to better aligned CNFs. However,
the time to grow CNFs with a length in the range between 1 and 2 µm is ten times higher compared to the smaller magnet.
To determine the catalytic material at the top of the CNFs, a basic experiment at room temperature was conducted. For that, grown CNFs were scratched off from the substrate in a glass with
ethanol and agitated to achieve a homogeneous solution (Figure 4.12 a). The cylindrical magnet
from stacking five cylinder magnets together was places outside the glass directly on the glass
wall (Figure 4.12 b-c). Independent from the orientation of the magnet, the CNFs drift towards
the magnet. However, placing the magnet with the polar side to the glass wall leads to a better
attraction of the CNFs. The strongest attraction to the CNFs showed the block magnet
(Figure 4.12 d) indicated with the black CNFs on the inner edge of the glass.
These finding evidences that the catalytic centers on the top of the CNFs contains nickel, because nickel is the only used material with ferromagnetic properties in the CNF structure. This
results in a ferromagnetic force from the nickel catalysts to the magnet. A small diamagnetic
force can act to the CNFs away from the magnet. However, this force is subsequently smaller
than the ferromagnetic force on the nickel catalysts due to the attraction of the structures to the
magnet (see Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.12: Influence of magnets at room temperature on the grown CNFs solved in ethanol. a) Grown
CNFs were solved in ethanol in a lab glass. A cylindrical magnet was placed beside the
glass with b) the polar side and c) the axial side. It was observed that the CNFs drift in the
direction of the magnet in both cases. However, more CNFs drift to the magnet applying the
polar side to the glass wall. d) A stronger block magnet was placed beside the glass resulting in much more CNFs drift to the magnet. This finding indicates that the catalytic centers
on the top of the CNFs are made by nickel, resulting in a ferromagnetic force in the direction
of the magnet. However, a small diamagnetic force can act on the CNFs away from the
magnet.
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4.3.5

Geometry and properties of the CNF arrays

In this section the geometry and properties of the CNF arrays from Figure 4.10 are investigated
in more detail. The SEM images revealed that the grown CNF arrays have diameters between
40 and 80 nm. The length of the CNFs is about 3 µm for a 3 min growth experiment leading to a
growth rate of 1 µm/min. The heights of the CNF arrays measured from the substrate surface to
the end of the CNFs with the catalytic centers are about 2 µm for randomly aligned CNFs and
about 3 µm for aligned CNFs. Raman measurements were conducted with the help of Sharali
Malik by using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope working at an excitation wavelength of
532 nm to obtain information of the material and quality of the grown CNFs. Both CNF struc-1
tures under test show the characteristic D and G bands. Aligned CNFs reveal D = 1353 cm
-1
-1
-1
and G = 1591 cm , whereas randomly aligned CNFs reveal D = 1345 cm and G = 1594 cm .
These peaks are identical as those for carbon materials such as CNFs and CNTs [179]. The
D/G ratio of the intensities for aligned CNFs was 0.87 and 1.06 for randomly aligned CNFs. This
indicates that the aligned CNFs belongs a higher graphitic degree of ordering and subsequently
less defects in the graphene structure compared with random aligned CNFs.
A X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement was conducted with the help of Michael Bruns for randomly aligned CNFs to determine the material properties and chemical
arrangement of the grown nanostructures. Therefore, a K-Alpha+ XPS from Thermo Fisher
Scientific and a Thermo Advantage software (described in [180]) for data transfer and processing were used. The sample was investigated with a monochromated Al K 𝛼 X-ray source
with a micro-focused spot size between 30 and 400 µm. For the measurement, a charge compensation system from K-Alpha with 8 eV electrons and argon ions of low energy was used to
prevent the building of charging effects. Voigt profiles were used to fit the spectra. The spectra
for the C1s hydrocarbons with 285.0 eV were referenced by using the well investigated photoelectron peaks of the metallic Cu, Ag and Au. Before the measurement, the sample was cleaned
from organic contaminations by using a Thermo Scientific MAGCIS (Mono Atomic and Gas
Cluster Ion Source) operating at 8 keV with Ar1000+ clusters. Figure 4.13 a) shows the XPS
result with the experimental data points marked with cycles and a fit of the data points (blue
solid line). The experimental data was divided into C graphite sp² (blue solid line) and adventitious carbon sp³ (blue dashed line). The C1s main peak was at 284.4 eV, which is the evidence
for graphitic carbon (sp²). The measurement results fit with XPS investigation of CNTs and
CNFs from the literature [181], [182]. The adventitious carbon with the weak peak at 285.0 eV
compared with C graphite occurs due to hydrocarbon contamination from exposing the CNFs to
ambient atmosphere.
Additionally to the XPS investigation, some samples were investigated by high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). These measurements (Figure 4.13 b) were conducted with the help of C. N. Shyam Kumar and Christian Kübel using a FEI Titan 80-300 and a
Gatan US1000 CCD camera. Therefore, the investigated nanostructures were scraped from the
silica sample to copper grids from Quantifoil. The HRTEM operated at an acceleration voltage of
80 kV. The HRTEM images revealed that some CNFs have a hollow core. The ordering of the
graphite layers is from their appearance more similar to herring bone structures. Considering all
results of the CNFs investigation with SEM, Raman, XPS and HRTEM, the grown nanostructures can be identified as 1D-CNs. Most of them are CNFs with a minor part of CNTs.
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Figure 4.13: XPS and HRTEM characterization of the grown CNFs. a) The XPS measurement (blue solid
line) shows the C1s XP spectrum with a peak at 284.4 eV, indicating graphite (sp²). A weak
peak at 285.0 eV (blue dashed line) indicates adventitious carbon (sp³) caused by hydrocarbon contamination from the contact of the sample with the ambient atmosphere. b) HRTEM
images of different CNFs show the graphitic layer and partially CNFs with a hollow core.

4.4

Adhesion properties of CNF arrays from ethanol
flame synthesis

CNF arrays using ethanol flame synthesis were produced with different alignments obtained by
magnetic-field enhanced growth (see Chapter 4.3.4). The fabricated CNF arrays were investigated for their adhesion properties by AFM. In this section, the measurements reveal a linear
increase of the adhesion force and energy by increasing the preload force. The CNF arrays
aligned by the magnetic-field reveal 68 % higher adhesion compared with random aligned CNF
arrays. Additionally, endurance tests are performed with AFM. Both CNF arrays do not show
any kind of damage after 50 000 measurement cycles.

4.4.1

AFM based adhesion measurements

For the AFM based adhesion measurements, an AFM from Bruker (Dimension Icon) was used
to obtain the force-distance diagrams. Therefore, a tipless cantilever made from silicon was
mounted with a 20 µm SiO2 sphere, pressed into the surface under test and lift-off. During
pressing the silica sphere into CNFs, a bending on the cantilever occurs. A laser beam focused
on the cantilever detects the bending and a software calculates the force from the bending over
the spring constant. This approach to measure the adhesion was used by Röhrig et al. [32] due
to their defined contact area and subsequently comparable results of the adhesion measurements. For mounting the sphere to the cantilever a tiny amount of glue was used as described
in Chapter 2.2.3. A SEM investigation confirmed that glue contamination on the top of the SiO2
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sphere was avoided in this way. The ramp rate for the adhesion measurement was set to
1.5 µm/s, for all measurements shown here. However, it was observed that the results from the
adhesion measurements are fairly independent from the ramp rate. Measurements using ramp
rates between 0.2 and 8 µm/s lead to similar adhesion values. The thermal tune method [156]
was used to determine a spring constant of 7.74 N/m for the used cantilever. The adhesion
forces and energies were calculated as previously described in Chapter 2.2.4.
To achieve comparable results of the adhesion measurements, all measurements presented in
this chapter were conducted with the same cantilever. The insert in Figure 4.15 shows a SEM
image of the fabricated AFM cantilever mounted with a 20 µm SiO2 sphere. An AFM was used
for the adhesion measurement of the CNF arrays due to the not completely covered CNF arrays
caused by the production process (see Chapter 4.3.2). Additionally, an AFM offers the opportunity to conduct adhesion measurements in the nN-range. Adhesion measurements were
conducted for randomly and aligned CNF arrays. In addition to the CNF arrays, a reference
sample was produced. The reference sample was placed in the ethanol flame for the same time
as the sample with CNFs but without catalysts, resulting in a flat copper sample as a reference.
This approach was used to show that the ethanol flame does not cover the sample with any kind
of sticky secretion which could influence the adhesion measurement. Figure 4.14 shows measured force-distance diagrams for a) the reference copper surface, for b) the randomly aligned
CNFs and c) for aligned CNFs. Each force-distance curve consists of two parts with trace (blue
dashed line) and retrace (red solid line). Trace contains information about the approach with the
preload force and retrace gives information about the withdraw with adhesion force and energy.
A constant preload force of 2 µN was used for all three measurements. The adhesion force is
the lowest negative force obtained from the retrace curve and describes the force which is
necessary to lift the sphere on the cantilever from the CNF surface. The adhesion energy is the
area in the force-distance diagram between the zero line and the retrace curve. It describes the
energy to lift the sphere on the cantilever from the CNF surface. Aligned CNF arrays showed
the highest adhesion forces and energies, followed by randomly aligned CNF arrays. Whereas
the reference copper sample showed the lowest adhesion properties.
The influence of the preload force on the adhesion force and energy was investigated by conducting six adhesion measurements for each preload force on different positions of the sample
to calculate a mean value of the adhesion force and energy. Therefore, a preload force range
between 0.2 and 4.0 µN with 0.2 µN steps was investigated. Figure 4.15 shows a) the adhesion
force and b) the adhesion energy for aligned CNFs (blue squares), randomly aligned CNFs (red
triangles) and the reference copper sample (green circles). Six measurements were conducted
for each preload force at different positions and the error corresponds to the respective standard
deviation.
Differences in the quality and density as well as inhomogeneous alignment of the CNFs on
different areas of the sample lead to a scatter of the measured adhesion force and energy. In
general and independent of the preload force, the adhesion forces and energies for the aligned
CNFs are higher than those of randomly aligned CNFs and the reference copper sample. However, there is a small range of preload forces (< 1 µN) where the reference copper sample
shows similar or higher adhesion properties than the CNF arrays. This can be explained with
the low preload force, which leads to a larger contact area for the reference sample but only a
few CNFs are contacted by the silica sphere on the AFM cantilever.
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Figure 4.14: AFM based force-distance diagrams from adhesion measurements. The force-distance
diagrams are obtained during an approach, the so-called trace (blue dashed line) and a lift
off, the so-called retrace (red solid line). These two parts built a measurement cycle. The
adhesion measurements were conducted with a 20 µm silica sphere glued on an AFM cantilever. The used preload force was 2 µN for all three measurements of a) the reference consisting of a flat copper surface, b) random CNFs and c) oriented CNFs. The diagrams contains the adhesion force ( ℎ ) and the adhesion energy ( ℎ ). It is obvious, that oriented
CNFs have higher adhesion properties than random CNFs and the reference copper surface.
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Figure 4.15: Evaluation of the adhesion measurements, with a) the adhesion force and b) the adhesion
energy over the preload force. Representing the averaged measurement points for oriented
CNF arrays (blue squares), random CNFs arrays (red triangles) and the copper reference
surface (green circles). The linear fits are visualized by the dashed lines. A SEM image of
the 20 µm silica sphere (b) glued to an AFM cantilever used for the whole measurements is
shown in the insert.

The adhesion forces and energies for the reference copper sample are nearly constant. The
adhesion force is in the range between 50 and 60 nN and can be described as a function of the
preload force:
. The adhesion energy is in the range between 1 and
ℎ = .
𝑝 +
2 fJ and can be described as a function of the preload force:

ℎ

= .

𝐽
𝑁

𝑝

+ .

𝐽.

Whereas the adhesion of the CNF arrays rise linear with the preload force. For randomly
aligned CNFs arrays, the adhesion force can be described by
and
ℎ = .
𝑝 +
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the adhesion energy by
force can be described by

.

𝐽
𝑁

𝑝

+

ℎ

= .

𝐽. Where

sion energy in fJ and 𝑝

ℎ

= .
ℎ

𝐽
𝑁

𝑝

𝑝

+

+

𝐽. For aligned CNF arrays, the adhesion
and the adhesion energy by

is defined as the adhesion force in nN,

the preload force in nN.

ℎ

ℎ

=

is the adhe-

The linear fits are depicted as the dashed lines in Figure 4.15. The increase in adhesion by
increasing the preload force agrees with the investigation of adhesion behavior of CNTs by Ge
et al. [183]. A higher preload force leads to more contacts between the CNFs and the silica
sphere, leading to an increase in the adhesion force and energy.
In general, aligned CNFs reveal a 68 % higher adhesion force than randomly aligned CNFs,
which can be explained by the contact splitting theory [20] (see Chapter 1.1). This increase in
the adhesion force result from an increase in the number of contacts for aligned CNFs. The
number of CNFs per area (density) was calculated from SEM investigations. Randomly aligned
CNFs have a density on the top of the CNF layer of 5 CNFs/µm² due to CNFs laying over each
other leading to less CNF contacts on the top. Whereas aligned CNFs have a density of
8 CNFs/µm². Therefore, aligned CNFs have more contacts with the silica sphere (see insert of
Figure 4.16 a) and consequently higher adhesion forces and energies.

4.4.2

AFM based endurance adhesion measurements

Using dry adhesives in endurance applications, such as climbing robots, make it necessary to
investigate the long term stability of the dry adhesives. However, endurance runs with dry
adhesives from CNFs are normally limited to few cycles [184] due to their time consumption. In
this section the endurance properties of arrays with aligned and randomly oriented CNFs were
investigated to characterize these structures after their long term stability. Therefore, three
endurance runs on different positions of the sample with up to 50 000 cycles of approach and
retraction were conducted for both CNF arrays. For the endurance runs, a 20 µm silica sphere
on an AFM cantilever was used with a constant preload force of 2 µN. The used ramp rate was
1 Hz, which means that one cycle consisting of an approach and retraction takes one second.
Subsequently, 50 000 cycles leading to a measurement time of nearly 14 hours. Figure 4.16
shows the results of the endurance runs with a) the adhesion force and b) the adhesion energy
for aligned CNFs (blue squares) and randomly oriented (red triangles). The adhesion forces and
energies are nearly constant during the endurance runs with 50 000 cycles. The error bars
represent the standard deviation. The insert in Figure 4.16 b) shows a SEM image of a CNF
array after 50 000 cycles. The SEM image revealed no visible damage.
Similar to the adhesion investigation with varying the preload force (see Chapter 4.4.1), the
aligned CNFs revealed higher adhesion forces and energies compared with randomly oriented
CNFs. During the endurance runs, a maximum adhesion force of 280 nN was recorded for the
sample with aligned CNFs. The contact area of the silica sphere with the CNFs was determined
to 42 µm² with a penetration depth of 1 µm estimated from the force distance diagrams. This
corresponds to an adhesion force referred to an area (see Chapter 2.2.5) of 0.66 N/cm². However, this value is still improvable compared with the adhesion of a real gecko of 10 N/cm² [5].
The adhesion properties can be increased by an improvement in the orientation of CNFs and
smaller diameters of the CNFs leading to a rise in the adhesion after the contact splitting theory [19]. Another way to improve the adhesion properties, which is inspired by the hierarchical
structures of a gecko (see Chapter 1.1) is to grow hierarchical CNFs, e.g., CNF structures
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featuring a Y-shape [48], [50]. The overall outcome of the endurance runs is, that both CNF
structures, independent from their orientation, withstand up to 50 000 attachment/detachment
cycles, which makes CNFs a promising material for long term applications, such as climbing
robots.

Figure 4.16: Endurance adhesion measurements conducted with an AFM with 50 000 cycles. a) The
adhesion force and b) the adhesion energy are represented for arrays with aligned CNFs
(blue squares) and randomly oriented CNFs (red triangles). The AFM based adhesion
measurement were performed with a 20 µm silica sphere on an AFM cantilever by using a
ramp rate of 1 Hz and a constant preload force of 2 µN. Both CNF arrays show adhesion
properties after 50 000 measurements in a suitable range for dry adhesives. A SEM image
of the array with random CNFs under test is shown in the insert after conducting 50 000
measurements. No visible damage of the CNF array was observed.

To investigate the development of AFM force distance diagrams over time, two endurance runs
with 100 000 adhesion measurements (Figure 4.17) were conducted with a) CNF arrays of
aligned CNFs and b) CNF arrays with randomly oriented CNFs. The diagrams include force-
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distance curves for the first measurement (cyan line), after 25 000 measurements (blue line),
after 50 000 measurements (green line), after 75 000 measurements (orange line) and for the
last measurement at 100 000 (red line).

Figure 4.17: Development of AFM force distance diagrams during an endurance run with
100 000 adhesion measurements for a) aligned CNFs arrays and b) randomly aligned CNFs
arrays. The diagrams include force-distance curves for the first measurement (cyan line), after 25 000 measurements (blue line), after 50 000 measurements (green line), after
75 000 measurements (orange line) and for the last measurement at 100 000 (red line). The
adhesion measurements were conducted with a 20 µm silica sphere on an AFM cantilever
with a constant preload force during the whole measurements of 2 µN and a measurement
frequency of 1 Hz, resulting in a total time for 100 000 measurements of nearly 28 h. The
force distance curves change only marginal during the whole endurance measurement.

The adhesion measurements were conducted with a 20 µm silica sphere on an AFM cantilever
with a constant preload force during the whole measurements of 2 µN and a measurement
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frequency of 1 Hz, resulting in a total time for 100 000 measurements of nearly 28 h. Both force
distance curves change only marginal over time. However, small changes in the force distance
curves over time can be explained by changing environmental conditions, such as temperature
and humidity, over the 28 h experiment. Additionally, small uncertainties in the AFM based
measurement can slightly vary the force distance curves. In general, the used AFM based
endurance adhesion measurement principle is very precise with only marginal changes over
28 h with 100 000 attachment/detachment cycles.
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A shortened version of this Chapter on the flame synthesis CNF growth as dry adhesives was
published as the article [39] “Dry adhesives from carbon nanofibers grown in an open ethanol
flame”, by Christian Lutz, Julia Syurik, C. N. Shyam Kumar, Christian Kübel, Michael Bruns and
Hendrik Hölscher, Beilstein Journal of Nanotechnology, 8, 2719-2728 (2017).
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Nature developed hierarchical structures in different ways, such as branches of trees and
plants. As introduced in Chapter 1.1, geckos exhibit hierarchical nanostructures at the end part
of their feet, which are responsible for their ability to adhere. The production of artificial hierarchical nanostructures is a very promising approach for mimicking the adhesion of a gecko.
CNTs and CNFs are due to their size and mechanical properties the material of choice for this
approach. Several research groups reported splitted or hierarchical CNT or CNF structures. The
first branched CNTs revealing L-, Y- and T-branches go back to the work of Zhou and
Seraphin [185]. Moreover, branched CNTs with more than two branches were obtained by
pyrolysis by Wei et al. [50]. Tire pyrolysis oil in CVD was used to grow CNTs with Ybranches [186]. A gas mixture of ferrocene, xylene and a Ti-containing gas was used by Gothard et al. [187] to grow Y-shaped CNTs in CVD. The expose of MWCNTs to heat with a subsequent sonication process lead to splitted MWCNTs [188]. Moreover, SWCNTs with Y-shapes
were reported several times [47], [189], [190]. Y-shaped SWCNTs are very promising for potential electrical applications such as novel kinds of a nano-transistors based on their special
conductivity behavior (metallic or semiconducting) as described in Chapter 2.1.1. MWCNTs and
SWCNTs are due to their size not easy to investigate. However, CNFs are much bigger and
ideal investigation objects to understand the growth mechanism behind Y-shaped CNTs, which
is not completely understood up to now. Once the mechanism behind the Y-shapes is understood, it might be transferred to smaller structures such as SWCNTs. In this chapter, the growth
of a novel kind of CNF is introduced and the structures are rigorously investigated. The novel
CNFs were named lambda-shaped CNFs (ΛCNFs or λCNFs, independence of their geometry)
due to their similarity to the Greek letter lambda.

5.1

Substrate fabrication

A substrate with copper micro-bars on a silicon substrate (Figure 5.1) was designed by Julia
Syurik and fabricated by the IMT clean room team as the support layer for the growth of lambda
shaped CNFs. For that, a silicon wafer with 1 µm SiO2 was covered with 7 nm Cr and 50 nm Au.
A positive photoresist (AZ 4533, Microchemicals GmbH) was coated on the substrate, before a
UV-Lithography process with a mask containing openings in the shape of micro-bars was used
for illuminating of the resist. Micro-bar cavities were achieved in the photoresist after development. An electroplating process was used to fill the cavities with copper. Finally, the resist was
stripped and the Au layer was etched, to achieve a substrate with copper micro-bars
(Figure 5.2). The produced copper micro-bars have widths of 14 µm and heights of 3 µm. The
period between the micro-bars is 60 µm.
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Figure 5.1:

Fabrication of the substrate for the growth of lambda shaped CNFs. The base material
consists of a silicon wafer with 1 µm SiO2 on the top. Two metal layers were evaporated
over the SiO2, with 7 nm Cr and 50 nm Au. A positive photoresist (AZ 4533) was coated on
the substrate, before a UV-lithography process with a mask containing micro-bars was used
for structuring. After development of the resist, cavities were achieved in the photoresist. An
electroplating process was used to fill the cavities with copper. Finally, the resist was striped
and the Au layer etched to achieve a substrate with copper micro-bars.

Figure 5.2:

Fabricated substrate made by copper bars acting as a support layer for the growth of lambda shaped CNFs. The produced copper micro-bars have widths of 14 µm and heights of
3 µm. The period between the bars is 60 µm.

5.2

Construction of a machine for lambda shaped
CNF growth

As described in Chapter 4, CNFs can be successfully grown in an open ethanol flame. However, it is a challenge to achieve a stable flame. Flicker of the flame can expose the sample for a
short time to atmosphere where the nickel catalysts might oxidize and hence stop CNF growth.
Therefore, a machine offering a constant flame with additional facilities like flame extinguishing
was built up to conduct the experiments under controlled conditions. The machine was designed
with CAD software (Figure 5.3 a) and built up after this design (Figure 5.3 b) by Tobias Loritz
during his Master’s thesis [191]. An ethanol burner was placed in the center of the machine. The
wick size of the burner is 2 x 12 mm² with an ethanol combustion rate of 0.4 mL/min. A closed
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system around the burner keeps the flame as stable as possible. To achieve a constant air flow
and hence a stable vertically aligned flame, the machine is equipped with a base plate with tiny
holes for air inlet and a big hole in the ceiling for air outlet. A nitrogen pipe with holes is placed
under the ethanol flame to extinguish the flame and stop the experiment (Figure 5.3 c). The
sample is placed vertically directly in the ethanol flame and fixed with an aluminum oxide holder.
During growth, a magnetic field can be applied. The magnet is protected from the ethanol flame
with heat protection plates made from aluminum oxide. The magnet is additionally water cooled
to prevent it from heating up and losing its performance. The possibility to apply the magnet
offers options for further experiments, such as alignment of the CNFs with an external magnetic
field during growth [39], [120]. Figure 5.3 d) shows the ethanol flame with the typical for ethanol
combustion blue color.

Figure 5.3:

Self-built machine to grow lambda shape CNFs. a) A CAD model of the machine and b) the
built-up machine. The machine consists of an open ethanol flame produced by an ethanol
burner placed in the center and a closed system around the burner to keep the flame as
stable as possible. To achieve a constant air flow and subsequently a stable vertically
aligned flame, the machine is equipped with a big hole in the ceiling and a base plate with tiny holes for the air inlet and outlet. c) A nitrogen pipe with holes is placed under the ethanol
flame to extinguish the flame and stop the experiment. The sample is placed vertically directly in the ethanol flame fixated with an aluminum oxide holder. During growth, a magnet
can be applied. The magnet is protected from the ethanol flame with heat protection plates
made from aluminum oxide and water cooling to prevent the magnet from heating up and
losing its performance. d) The ethanol flame with the typical blue color.
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5.3

Growth of lambda shaped CNFs

The first lambda shaped CNFs were achieved in an experiment using the fabricated substrate
from Chapter 5.1. A droplet of NiCl2*6H2O solved in ethanol (20 mg/mL) was placed on the
substrate and dried in air. CNF growth was performed in the machine with the ethanol flame
(see Chapter 5.2) for 10 minutes. This procedure resulted in the growth of a novel kind of CNF,
which I named lambda shaped CNF. The fabricated substrate has a Cr surface in addition to the
copper bars for the deposition of the NiCl2 catalysts. However, lambda shaped CNFs were also
obtained on Cu, Au and SiO2 surfaces, which make a Cr surface obsolete. A magnet can be
applied to the growth setup. However, the magnet is not necessary to grow lambda shaped
CNFs. Experiments without a magnet also revealed growth of lambda shaped CNFs. Nevertheless, after my investigations a weak magnetic field influenced the CNF growth with flame synthesis in a positive way (see Chapter 4.3.4).
Several lambda shaped CNFs were found over the whole substrate. Figure 5.4 a) shows one of
the achieved lambda shaped CNFs. The two CNFs of the λCNF are named branch 1 and
branch 2 and are connected with the substrate. The third CNF (branch 3) with the catalytic
particle at the top is free standing on the two other branches. For a geometry analysis,
32 λCNFs were investigated for their diameters (Figure 5.4 b) and angles between the branches
(Figure 5.4 c). The diameters range from 290 nm to 570 nm, with the diameters:
d1 = 413.1 nm ± 81.6 nm, d2 = 409.4 nm ± 72.5 nm and d3 = 437.8 nm ± 68.9 nm, where indices
1-3 correspond to the branch number. The angles are defined between the three branches to
build a full cycle of 360° (α12 + α13 + α23 = 360°), with the average angles: α12 = 101.6° ± 20.0°,
α13 = 128.4° ± 18.4° and α23 = 128.4° ± 18.9°.

Figure 5.4:

Geometry analysis of λCNFs. a) The λCNFs consist of three branches. Branch 1 and
branch 2 are connected with the substrate, whereas branch 3 is free standing on the two
others with the catalytic particle at the top. For the analysis, 32 λCNFs were analyzed for
their diameters and angles between the branches. b) The diameters range from 290 nm to
570 nm, with the average diameters: d1 = 413.1 nm, d2 = 409.4 nm and d3 = 437.8 nm.
c) The angles are defined between the three branches to build a full cycle of 360°, with the
average angles: α12 = 101.6°, α13 = 128.4° and α23 = 128.4°.
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5.4

Controlled growth of lambda shaped CNFs from
catalyst deposited by dip-pen nanolithography

As explained in Chapter 5.3, lambda shaped CNFs can be grown in an uncontrolled way by the
deposition of a big ethanol droplet (in the µL range) containing the Ni-catalysts for the lambda
shaped CNF growth on the substrate in the presence of copper. However, AFM offers a possibility for the controlled deposition and downscaling of such droplets. Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) and microchannel cantilever spotting (µCS) are two common possibilities for the
controlled deposition of micro- and nanodroplets (Figure 5.5). DPN uses a tip of an AFM cantilever dipped in a droplet to collect the fluid followed by writing points with an exponential decrease of the droplet size [192]. Moreover, µCS uses an AFM cantilever needle with a reservoir
for fluids allowing the controlled deposition of droplets, all with the same size, preconditioned
the reservoir is properly filled [193]. DPN and µCS were performed with the support of Michael
Hirtz and Uwe Bog at INT.

Figure 5.5:

5.4.1

DPN and µCS deposition of NiCl2 catalysts solved in ethanol. a) Schematic of the DPN and
µCS deposition on the substrate. b) Optical image from the deposited NiCl2 catalysts ranging from 15 µm to 3 µm. c) AFM topography scan of one deposited NiCl2 catalyst.

Ordered arrays with multiple lambda shaped CNFs

Ordered arrays were written with µCS with NiCl2 solved in ethanol (2 mg/mL) and diluted with
glycerol (1:10). Figure 5.6 shows the µCS writing process with different dwell times and the
corresponding CNF outcome after flame synthesis. The NiCl2 droplet size can be increased by
increasing the dwell time. A dwell time of 1 s leads to smaller droplets than a dwell time of 2 s.
After flame synthesis of the samples, ordered arrays with CNFs grow on the same position on
the substrate where the NiCl2 catalysts were deposited.
Figure 5.7 a) show another example of µCS writing with the controlled growth of lambda shaped
CNFs from ordered arrays building INT/IMT logos. The distance between the deposited spots
was 20 µm using a dwell time of 0.5 s with a relative humidity of 40 %. The growth was performed using the self-built machine with the ethanol flame from Chapter 5.2 with a growth time
of 10 min. A human hair (diameter ~80 µm) was placed beside the arrays with lambda shaped
CNFs to illustrate their size during gradually zoom in.
A Raman spectroscopy was conducted with the help of Sharali Malik (Figure 5.7 b). The meas-1
-1
urement shows the D-band by 1356 cm and the G-band by 1587 cm , indicating that the
lambda shaped CNFs are made of carbon. Additionally to the Raman investigation, Michael
Bruns performed a XPS measurement. Figure 5.7 c) shows the XPS measurements with the
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C1s XP spectrum. The experimental data are represented by the red cycles with the envelope
line of the experimental data (red solid line). The lambda shaped CNFs mainly consists of
2
graphite (sp ) indicated by the blue solid line with a peak at 284.4 eV binding energy. The lower
second component represented by the blue dashed line at a binding energy of 285.0 eV detect
adventitious carbon.

Figure 5.6:

Ordered arrays of CNFs arranged as KIT logos written with µCS with NiCl2 solved in ethanol
(2 mg/mL). The NiCl2 droplet size can be increased by increasing the dwell time. a) A dwell
time of 1 s leads to comparable small droplets compared with b) where a dwell time of 2 s
was used. After flame synthesis of the samples, ordered arrays with CNFs grow at the same
position on the substrate where the NiCl2 catalysts were deposited.

Figure 5.7:

Lambda shaped CNF growth from NiCl2 catalysts deposited by µCS. a) Structured writing of
catalysts with µCS leads to the controlled growth of lambda shaped CNF arrays on defined
positions on the substrate. To imagine the size of the CNFs, a human hair (diameter
~80 µm) was placed beside arrays with lambda shaped CNFs. The last image of the gradually zoom in shows a bundle of lambda CNFs. b) Raman spectra with the characteristic D
and G bands for carbon materials such as CNFs. c) A C1s XP spectrum obtained from
lambda shaped CNFs. The experimental data are represented by the red cycles with the envelope line of the experimental data (red solid line). The lambda shaped CNFs mainly con2
sists of graphite (sp ) indicated by the blue solid line with a peak at 284.4 eV binding energy.
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Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements were performed by Sharali Malik
on different positions of the λCNFs, to investigate their elementary composition. A Zeiss Leo
1530 SEM with an EDX detector (Oxford X-MaxN 50) was used. Table 5.1 shows the EDX
measurements on different parts of λCNFs. The body and junction of the λCNFs have nearly the
same material compositions. The main part is carbon with 64 – 65 wt % and some residuals
with silicon and copper. A certain amount of oxygen (~20 wt %) assumable arise during exposure of the λCNFs to ambient conditions after growth. The catalytic center consist of ~52 wt %
carbon, which fits with the literature, where carbon is solved in the catalyst [73]. Beside some
oxygen and silicon residuals, the catalytic centers consist of the metals of an alloy made by
nickel/copper (1:20). Therefore, copper assumable influence the growth of lambda shaped
CNFs in a strong way.
EDX measurement on different parts of λCNFs. The error bars in the table represent the
confidence limits obtained from the EDX software.

Table 5.1:

Part of
λCNFs

Carbon
(wt %)

Oxygen
(wt %)

Silicon
(wt %)

Copper
(wt %)

Nickel
(wt %)

Body

64.25 ± 0.14

20.28 ± 0.14

15.22 ± 0.06

0.24 ± 0.02

-

Junction

65.30 ± 0.14

20.05 ± 0.14

14.38 ± 0.05

0.27 ± 0.02

-

Catalyst

52.18 ± 0.15

29.72 ± 0.14

9.71 ± 0.04

7.99 ± 0.06

0.39 ± 0.02

5.4.2

Downscaling for the controlled growth of single lambda
shaped CNFs

To discover the secret behind lambda shaped CNFs, it would be desirable to switch from
lambda shaped CNF bundles as shown in Chapter 5.4.1 to single lambda shaped CNFs. DPN
offers the controlled downscaling of the NiCl 2 catalysts until a critical catalytic volume arise
where only one separated lambda shaped CNF grows. Therefore, µCS was used for the
deposition of NiCl2 droplets acting as a reservoir for the following DPN writing cycles.
Figure 5.8 a) shows the first five DPN writing cycles and Figure 5.8 b) shows the DPN writing
cycles form six to ten. AFM was used to scan the NiCl2 catalysts deposited by DPN for size
determination which was used to calculate the catalytic volume. The AFM topograhy scans
revealed a decline in the catalyst size with each cycle. Therefore, the AFM scan field was
initially set to 6 x 6 µm² and adjusted to 2 x 2 µm² from DPN cycle six upwards.
The AFM topography measurements contain height information of each position of the scan, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 5.9. This allows calculating the volume of the DPN deposited NiCl2 microdots from the AFM topography scans by using the following Equation based on
an integral calculus expressed with sum formulas:

= ∑∑ℎ
=

=

,

(5.1)

where and 𝑘 are the total amount of measuring points of the two lateral scan directions. The
single volume on each position is calculated by the height ℎ multiplied with the corresponding
base area

. In the case that the sizes between the measuring points do not change over the
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scanned area, the base area can be calculated by using the two lateral lengths
measurement.

=

Figure 5.8:

𝑘

and

of the

(5.2)

DPN based downscaling of the NiCl2 catalysts to grow separated single lambda shaped
CNFs. a) The first five cycles of DPN resulting in decreased volumes of the catalysts after
each cycle represented by AFM topography scans of the catalysts on the left side and the
corresponding CNF growth from the catalysts on the right side. b) The DPN cycles from six
to ten. Single lambda shaped CNFs were achieved after 9 DPN cycles. c) The catalytic volume over the DPN cycles follows an exponential decline, revealing an average critical catalytic volume of ~0.0336 µm³ to grow one lambda shaped CNF. d) The amount of lambda
shaped CNFs over the catalytic volume.
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In the case of a square scan in the lateral direction ( =
= ) and ( = 𝑘) leading to the
following simplification of the Equation to calculate the volume from the AFM topography scans.

=

Figure 5.9:

∑∑ℎ
=

(5.3)

=

Schematic illustration of the data points from an AFM topography scan for the volume
calculation. The scan field is defined by the lateral positions Li and Lj. The pillars represent
the heights for each data point. The corresponding area Aij can be calculated from the scan
lengths and the samples per line. Multiplying the single areas with the corresponding
heights, leading to the volume of a pillar. Adding of all the pillar volumes lead to the total
volume.

Figure 5.8 c) shows the calculated catalytic volume using Equation (5.3). The catalytic volume
− .
follow an exponential decline: 𝑁
= .
, starting with a catalytic volume of
(1.05 ± 0.14) µm³ (n=5) for the first cycle down to (0.0336 ± 0.0081) µm³ (n=5) for cycle number
ten. This exponential decline in DPN fits with the work of Förste et al. [192].
The produced catalytic centers were processed in the ethanol flame for 10 min resulting in
lambda shaped CNFs bundles down to the controlled growth of single lambda shaped CNFs.
The SEM images from the lambda shaped CNF are placed next to the corresponding catalytic
centers in Figure 5.8 a-b). Bundles of lambda shaped CNFs grow from the first DPN writing
cycles, whereas separated single lambda shaped CNFs grow from DPN cycle 9 upwards until
cycle 13. After DPN cycle 13, no CNF growth was observed assumable due to a too small
catalytic volume. The critical volume, where only one lambda shaped CNF grows, was determined to ~0.0336 µm³ of NiCl2. Figure 5.8 d) shows the counted amount of lambda shaped
CNFs from the SEM images over the catalytic volume. The controlled growth of single lambda
shaped CNFs starting from DPN cycle 9 is marked with the green box.
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Figure 5.10 shows a compilation of different single lambda shaped CNFs grown on defined
positions of the substrate by DPN deposition of NiCl2. The shape of the achieved lambda
shaped CNFs can be controlled over the growth time. Growth times between 5 – 10 min resulting in ΛCNFs (Figure 5.10 a), whereas increasing the growth time above 10 min resulting in
λCNFs (Figure 5.10 b). Figure 5.10 c) shows twisted lambda shaped CNFs, with twisted feet
CNFs and not twisted head CNFs with the catalytic centers at the top, achieved in a channel
structure with higher flame velocities.
HRTEM measurements were conducted with the help of C. N. Shyam Kumar and Christian
Kübel to investigate the interior of some typical λCNFs (Figure 5.10 d). The HRTEM images
revealed partially dens black parts, assumable from carbon located in the center of the junctions. A focused ion beam (FIB) from FEI Helios Nanolab 650 with an current of 40-80 pA and
an acceleration voltage of 30 kV was used with the help of Christian Greiner to cut twisted and
not twisted lambda shaped CNFs (Figure 5.10 e). The ΛCNF revealed no stress after cutting,
whereas the twisted lambda shaped CNF changed their geometrical arrangement after cutting
which might originate from stored tension in the structures.

5.5

Theory for the growth of lambda shaped CNFs

Two growth theories were developed to explain how lambda shaped CNFs can grow. In the first
theory, two CNFs grow from two different nickel catalysts located close to each other. After a
short growth time the two CNFs growing with the nickel catalysts together. This can be induced
by the thermal fluctuation from the ethanol flame. Although, CNTs and CNFs are stiff at room
temperature, they are ductile at high temperatures [194], which assumably allows them to
oscillate in the ethanol flame. Once the two nickel catalysts are touching each other and building a ΛCNF, they probably melt together. However, the temperature in the ethanol flame of
750 °C is lower than the melting point of bulk nickel (1453 °C), the catalysts can melt together
due to a reduced melting point of nanoparticles as describes in Chapter 2.1.3. The newly
formed catalytic center at the top grows a new CNF upwards resulting in a λCNF.
However, there are three main findings speaking against this theory. At first, the entire lambda
shaped CNFs have nearly the same diameter and lengths of the feet CNT. Additionally, in over
50 experiments with different growth times the state shortly before two CNFs touching each
other was never observed. Especially in the lambda shaped CNF bundles (Figure 5.7 a), nearly
every CNF is a lambda shaped CNF, which means that every CNF have to find a suitable
partner CNF.
Therefore, a second growth theory for lambda shaped CNFs was developed (Figure 5.11 a). In
this theory two CNFs grow from one nickel catalyst in opposite directions. The two CNFs adhering with their end parts to the substrate. The still growing CNFs induced by the nickel catalyst
building an arc (ΛCNF). The two CNFs of the ΛCNF touching each other under the nickel catalyst, giving the catalyst only the possibility to grow upwards with another CNF resulting in a
λCNF. Figure 5.11 b) shows two SEM images from an early growth state of the lambda shaped
CNFs, with the catalytic center (bright parts) and two CNFs growing from it in opposite direction,
supporting the growth theory from Figure 5.11 a).
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Figure 5.10: Compilation of different separated lambda shaped CNFs. SEM images of a) ΛCNFs and
b) λCNFs. c) Higher flame velocities achieved in a channel lead to twisted lambda shaped
CNFs, with twisted feet CNFs and the not twisted head CNFs with the catalytic centers at
the top. d) HRTEM images of lambda CNFs revealing partially a dense black part (probably
carbon) in the middle of the junctions. e) FIB cut of twisted and not twisted lambda shaped
CNFs. The ΛCNF revealing no stress after cutting whereas the twisted λCNFs changed their
geometrical arrangement after cutting which might originate from stored tension in the structures.
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Figure 5.11: A possible theory for the growth of a lambda shaped CNFs. a) A nickel catalyst is deposited
on a substrate and exposed to an ethanol flame. Two CNFs are growing from the nickel catalyst in opposite directions. The end parts of the two CNFs are adhering to the substrate and
the CNF growth continue induced from the nickel catalyst resulting in an arc (ΛCNF). The
two CNFs are touching each other under the nickel catalyst. The nickel catalyst has only the
possibility to grow upwards with another CNF resulting in a λCNF. b) Two SEM images from
an early growth state of lambda shaped CNFs supporting the theory in a).

5.6

Twisted lambda shaped CNFs

A special kind of lambda shaped CNF, the so named twisted λCNF (Figure 5.10 c) was observed, using higher flame velocities produced in a channel due to the dynamic pressure at the
inlet (Figure 5.12 a). Due to a higher force from the ethanol flame to the ductile λCNF, the head
CNF is assumable rotating through its feet and twisting them. A twisted λCNF have two twisted
CNF feet and a not twisted CNF head with the catalytic center at the end. The diameters of the
twisted λCNFs range from 100 nm to 250 nm, which is approximately only 50 % of the not
twisted λCNFs. Measuring 50 twisted lambda shaped CNFs using the notation from Figure 5.4 a), the diameters are: d1 = 152.2 nm ± 32.7 nm, d2 = 166.3 nm ± 39.7 nm and
d3 = 171.0 nm ± 42.1 nm. The lengths of the three CNFs in a twisted λCNF are much larger than
in case of not twisted λCNF. The distance between the two feet connected with the ground can
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achieve up to 10 µm and the head CNF have lengths up to 5 µm. The lengths are:
l1 = 4.2 µm ± 2.3 µm, l2 = 2.8 µm ± 1.2 µm and l3 = 2.8 µm ± 1.2 µm. The higher growth rate can
be explained due to a higher flame velocity delivering more carbon from the ethanol to the CNFs
and enhance their growth.
The fact that the head CNF is not twisted speaks for the presented growth theory. Moreover, if
the head CNF is moving through its feet CNFs, both feet CNFs should have the equal amount of
twists, which was observed in most but not all cases. The amounts of twists are: t1 = 0.0 ± 0.0,
t2 = 14.0 ± 7.5 and t3 = 14.1 ± 8.3. Figure 5.10 c) shows two twisted lambda CNFs with 17 twists
for both feet (for the λCNF on the top) and 16 twists for both feet (for the λCNF on the bottom).
However, some head CNFs appear so large that they cannot rotate through their feet CNFs. In
this case, it might be possible that the head CNF is growing during the rotation as long as they
cannot longer rotate due to an increased length. Then the head CNF is still growing on the
ground without rotating through its feet CNFs. Figure 5.12 b) shows a twisted lambda shaped
CNF from the top view and a 52° tilted view of the same structure revealing that the long head
part touching the ground on a certain distance which speaks for this theory.

Figure 5.12: Growth of twisted lambda shaped CNFs in a channel structure with increased flame velocity.
a) The schematic setup with the channel where twisted lambda shaped CNFs grow between
the substrate and a cover plate. The dynamic pressure at the inlet of the channel leading to
a higher flame velocity in the channel compared with the flame velocity outside. An increased velocity of the ethanol flame forces the head CNF with the nickel catalyst on the top
to rotate through its two feet CNFs resulting in a twisted lambda CNF with two twisted feet
and a not twisted head CNF. b) Two SEM images of the same lambda shaped CNF with different views. The top view (0°) is placed at the top with a magnified view of one twisted foot
CNF. A 52° tilted view on the bottom revealed that the head CNF part touching the substrate
at half length.
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A shortened version of the lambda shaped CNFs growth presented in this Chapter is accepted
for publication in Small (2019) as the article “Locally controlled growth of single lambda-shaped
carbon nanofibers”, by Christian Lutz, Uwe Bog, Tobias Loritz, Julia Syurik, Sharali Malik, C. N.
Shyam Kumar, Christian Kübel, Michael Bruns, Christian Greiner, Michael Hirtz and Hendrik
Hölscher.
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In conclusion, the adhesion of CNFs for their use in space technology was investigated and a
new process to grow CNFs with an open ethanol flame was developed resulting in the discovery
of lambda shaped CNFs.
For the investigation of the adhesion under harsh conditions, such as in space, micro-debris
parts of meteorites were mounted on AFM cantilevers and adhesion properties during interacting with CNT surfaces grown in PECVD were investigated. It was observed that the adhesion
properties, such as the adhesion force with ~2.5 N/cm², is independent from the temperature in
the investigated range from -20 °C to +240 °C. Additionally, the interaction between micro-ice
layers created with a Peltier element in an AFM and CNTs mounted to AFM cantilevers was
investigated. The measured adhesion force of about 2.3 N/cm² is constant even during thousands of endurance runs. Consequently, CNTs are a perfect material for adhesives working
under harsh condition such as in space.
However, CNTs grown with conventional CVD or PECVD processes require a complex infrastructure, a certain amount of process gases and energy to heat an oven and to run control
units over a computer. Therefore, an alternative process to grow CNFs in an open ethanol flame
was developed. The substrate consists of a part of a Si wafer with a ~50 nm Cu layer. NiCl2 was
coated on the substrate acting as a catalyst to grow CNFs. The growth was conducted in an
open ethanol flame using a standard ethanol burner offering the heat (~750 °C) and carbon for
CNF growth. Due to a growth time of 3 min, only 1.2 mL ethanol is necessary for one experiment, demonstrating the environmental friendly and cost-efficient of the developed process. The
produced CNF samples were investigated by AFM for their adhesion properties, revealing an
adhesion force of 0.66 N/cm². Additionally, endurance tests demonstrated their long-term stability in 50 000 attachment/detachment cycles.
Rigorous further development of the process led to the invention of novel lambda shaped CNFs,
revealing Λ- and λ-shapes. Using AFM based µCS and DPN for NiCl2 deposition it was possible
to grow lambda shaped CNFs on locally defined positions on the substrate with the possibility
for downscaling to grow single lambda shaped CNFs. Growth of lambda shaped CNFs in a
micro-channel with an increased flame velocity led to the discovery of twisted lambda shaped
CNFs, revealing two twisted CNFs connected with the ground and a not twisted head CNF.
Such splitted or hierarchical CNF structures are in the focus of interest for their potential use to
mimic hierarchical structures in nature, such as those of a gecko. More research on this area is
necessary to grow ‘real’ hierarchical structures with more contacts at the top which will improve
the adhesion properties and mimicking better the nanostructures of a real gecko.
The original goal of my work was to grow dense arrays of free-standing hierarchical CNTs for
their use as dry adhesives. However, there might be another possibility to grow hierarchical
CNT based structures by using a cycle of CNT forest growth, passivation and catalyst deposition (Figure 6.1 a). Garcia et al. [195] and Hart & Slocum [106] demonstrated CNT forest growth
of different sizes from controlled deposition of catalyst arrays on the substrate. As shown in
Figure 6.1 b), CNT forests were grown with different sizes down to free standing CNT forests
with diameters down to several µm. Figure 6.1 c) shows the idea as a detailed fabrication cycle
to achieve a two-level hierarchical structure which can be extended by adding cycles to achieve
a multi-level hierarchical structure which comes closer to the hierarchical system of a real
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gecko. This fabrication cycle starts with a 10 nm Al2O3 layer on a silicon substrate. After the
deposition of 1 nm Fe over the whole substrate followed by a growth, CNT forests arise covering the whole substrate, followed by sputtering a 100 nm tungsten layer on the top of the CNF
forest for passivation. The tungsten covers the Fe catalysts placed on the top of the CNTs and
prohibit due to their high melting point of 3422 °C [196] the continuous CNT growth of the
achieved structures in the following growth cycles. After deposition of a new 10 nm Al2O3 layer
on the top of the tungsten layer, structured deposition of 1 nm Fe can be performed by using
lithography or a sputter process. Followed by a new CNT growth, CNT forests grow on the
positions of deposited catalysts leading to a two-level hierarchical structure.

Figure 6.1:

Hierarchical dry adhesives made by CNT forests grown in CVD. a) The production cycle with
catalyst deposition, growth of CNT forests and passivation to achieve hierarchical structures
of CNT forests. b) Different sizes of CNTs forests were grown by CVD, with a big CNT forest
on the left side and a CNT forest pillar with a diameter of about 40 µm on the right side.
c) Detailed cycle to grow a two-level hierarchical structure of CNT forests. The CNT forests
would grow from a 1 nm Fe layer on a 10 nm Al2O3 substrate. For the passivation, a layer of
100 nm tungsten covering the Fe catalysts is used. Tungsten benefits from a high melting
point and do not reveal CNF growth. Subsequently the Fe catalysts at the top of the CNTs
covered with tungsten cannot continue CNT growth.

Another point of my research presented in this work was the invention and controlled growth of
twisted lambda shaped CNFs due to increased flame velocities, achieved in a channel structure.
More research is necessary to investigate the influence of the flame velocity on the grown
structures. Figure 6.2 shows the design of an experimental setup to conduct flame synthesis
experiments under different flame velocities. Therefore, gaseous argon (Ar) under pressure is
guided into a glass with liquid ethanol (C2H6O). The ethanol is heated to ~50 °C to improve the
process of ethanol enrichment of the argon gas. Then, the gas mixture goes through another
glass with water working as a valve to prevent that gas can go back to the liquid ethanol. The
argon-ethanol gas is mixed in a mixing chamber with gaseous oxygen (O 2) under pressure. A jet
nozzle at the outlet accelerates the gas and an external flame at the outlet ignites the gas
mixture. The sample is placed directly in the ethanol flame. The flame velocity is dependent on
the geometry of the jet nozzle and the pressure of the two gases. With this setup, the influence
of the flame velocities on the geometry of the CNFs could be investigated.
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Figure 6.2:

Schematic setup of an ethanol flame synthesis with adjustable velocity for the growth investigation of twisted lambda shaped CNFs. Therefore, gaseous argon (Ar) under pressure is
guided into a glass with liquid ethanol (C 2H6O). The ethanol is heated to ~50 °C to improve
the process of ethanol enrichment of the argon gas. Then, the gas mixture goes through another glass with water working as a valve to prevent that gas flows back to the liquid ethanol.
The argon-ethanol gas is mixed in a mixing chamber with gaseous oxygen (O 2) under pressure. A jet nozzle at the outlet accelerates the gas and an external flame at the outlet ignites
the gas mixture. The sample is placed directly in the ethanol flame. The flame velocity dependents on the geometry of the jet nozzle and the pressure of the two gases.

As shown in Chapter 5.4.1, the catalytic center of the lambda shaped CNFs consist of a Ni/Cu
alloy (1:20), which is assumable responsible for the growth of two CNFs from one catalytic
center. It might be possible that other metals can be mixed to the NiCl2 catalysts, resulting in the
growth of novel structures after flame synthesis. Therefore, potassium was selected due to its
low boiling point (compared with other metals) of 774 °C, which is in the same range as the
temperature of the ethanol flame. For the experiment, a KCl solution in water (20 mg/mL) was
mixed with the NiCl2 solution in ethanol (20 mg/mL). A small droplet (1 µL) of this mixed solution
was deposited on the substrate. The substrate is the same as for lambda shaped CNFs (see
Chapter 5.1). The sample was dried in air and exposed to the ethanol flame for 10 minutes.
SEM investigations of the grown structures revealed that ~20 % of the nanostructures have
three feet (Figure 6.3), whereas the other structures have two feet and are ΛCNFs.

Figure 6.3:

Nanotriplefibers grown with flame synthesis. The same setup as for lambdas shaped CNFs
was used with the addition of KCl to the NiCl 2 solution. The Nanotriplefibers have three feet
connected with the ground and in opposite direction the three CNFs end in one catalytic
center.
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I named the CNFs with three feet due to their appearance nanotriplefibers (NTFs). NTFs have
three feet CNFs connected with the ground and on the other end they are connected to one
catalytic center. However, more research to grow NTFs in a more controlled way is necessary to
understand how they grow and maybe find possibilities to invert NTFs, as well as lambda
shaped CNFs, to achieve a kind of hierarchical structure for mimicking the adhesion of a gecko.
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